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The Center for Ecological Technology (CET) conducted the On-Farm Composting Project in
Western Massachusetts from Fall 1996 through Spring 2000.  The project successfully created
a market-based infrastructure for farm composting of commercial food and other organic
waste.  To date, over 70 business locations diverted approximately 22,000 tons of organic
materials to 7 farms using 6 haulers, and activity will continue as a regular “way of doing
business” in the area.  This waste diversion reduced greenhouse gas emissions by
approximately 5700 Metric Tons Carbon Equivalent (MTCE).  CET has shared project
information with hundreds of colleagues from across the country.

Several factors played a role in the development and implementation of the project as well
as its success including:

• progressive State policies relating to farm composting of off-farm wastes and the
management of overall disposal capacity

• the area’s semi-rural demographics

• previous composting activity and interest in the area

CET identified several main obstacles to the creation of a longterm, stable market for food
and yard waste composting on farms:

• the risks to potential participants, associated with the lack of an established
infrastructure

• a lack of a critical mass of participants to make the logistics and economics work

• the need for quality control in separation and processing

CET’s general approach for the project was market-based, with a focus on making the
economics work for all parties involved without ongoing subsidies.  Through a decentralized
approach, CET worked with many farmers, waste generators and haulers simultaneously to
minimize the risk of the system failing due to any one participant’s situation.  This approach
also helped to minimize transportation distances and costs.  Assistance was targeted to
participants’ needs and provided with significant follow-up until the program became self-
sustaining.

CET served as a liaison among interested businesses/institutions, haulers and farms willing
to accept their organic waste.  Assistance included locating appropriate participants, soliciting
their participation and designing or improving organic waste separation, collection, storage,
transportation and processing systems.

Case Studies outline key aspects of the operations of representative farms, waste
generators (supermarkets, institutions, restaurants) and haulers.  Sample project documents
and tools and other pertinent reference materials are included in the report appendices.

Executive SummaryExecutive SummaryExecutive SummaryExecutive SummaryExecutive Summary
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Through the course of the project, CET learned important lessons that could be helpful to
others in designing and implementing similar efforts:

• Composting programs can work economically for farms and larger waste generators

• Composting of commercial waste requires a high degree of maintenance but can be
done successfully by some farms

• Many other farms can compost farm residuals or easier to manage materials

• For waste generators, separation and collection can be successful if the economics
work and there is a strong commitment from management
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Project Purpose

The project was designed to develop and implement a comprehensive system of on-farm
composting of commercial organic waste as a longterm “way of doing business” in the area.
The system was designed to benefit the local environment, economy and community, and to
provide a useful model for other regions to use in similar efforts across the country.

Benefits to Society

Composting of off-farm organic wastes on farms benefits
society because it is a decentralized and low-impact method of
organic waste management.  According to the Massachusetts Solid
Waste Master Plan, “Yard waste, leaves, wood, food, paper and
paperboard account for as much as 70 percent of total MSW by
weight.  This percentage is even higher for agricultural and
horticultural operations, and for many commercial and institutional
establishments.”  Diverting waste from landfills and incinerators
saves valuable disposal capacity and minimizes disposal costs.
Waste diversion also reduces pollution including greenhouse gas
emissions.

On-farm composting of materials from on farm (e.g. manures,
silage) can decrease odors, run-off and other neighbor and
environmental concerns and is an integral part of sustainable
agriculture.  Use of finished compost on farms also reduces
reliance on petroleum-based fertilizers and pesticides and their
well-known detrimental environmental and health effects.

Benefits to Participants

Although the overall purpose of the project was to provide the benefits described above,
the focus during project implementation was on providing benefits to participants in order to
encourage their ongoing participation (see box below).

Waste Generators
• Reduce waste management costs
• Create “green” marketing opportunities and public and regulatory relations

benefits
• Build employee job satisfaction

Farmers
• Provide an income opportunity
• Create a valuable soil amendment for use on the farm or for sale to the public
• Enhance farm environmental stewardship

Haulers
• Provide an opportunity to diversify services, build loyalty among existing

customers and attract new ones
• Provide lower cost disposal options
• Create marketing/public and regulatory relations benefits

Benefits to Participants

Project SummaryProject SummaryProject SummaryProject SummaryProject Summary

Source: MA Solid Waste Master Plan

70%
Yard waste, leaves,
 wood, food, paper
 and paperboard

30%
Other MSW

Compostable Materials
in the MA MSW Stream
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Project Background

Several factors played a role in the development
and implementation of the project as well as its
success:

Demographics

 Western Massachusetts contains a mid-sized
urban center (over 350,000 residents in several
contiguous cities in the Springfield area) surrounded
by more sparsely populated rural areas with
intermittent centers of commerce of 25-50,000
residents (Northampton/Amherst, Greenfield,
Pittsfield, North Adams).  Its four counties (Berkshire,
Franklin, Hampden, Hampshire) are contained in
approximately 2500 square miles and have a total
population of approximately 800,000 residents.

Farming Climate

Federal, State and local agencies are becoming
increasingly aware of farm pollution problems and
are requiring farms to undertake stricter
management of nutrients.  Also, as the population
increases and more citizens move closer to working
farms, New England farms are facing increased
pressure from neighbors concerned with odors and
pollution from manures.  Finally, New England
farms, especially dairy operations, have been closing
at a rapid rate over the past several years due to a
variety of economic pressures and many farmers are
seeking to diversify their operations.

Progressive Policy Relating to Farm Composting of
Off-farm Wastes

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has
created a special exemption from the “Site

Assignment Regulations for Solid Waste Facilities”
for farm composters who follow certain guidelines
and register with MA Department of Food and
Agriculture (DFA) (see Appendix L).  This policy
removes a significant regulatory and cost barrier
while preserving important environmental and
health standards.  This unique opportunity for farm
composting to expand has in turn helped to spur
interest and activity in commercial composting
ventures.

Progressive Policy Relating to  Disposal Capacity

Over the past decade, DEP has ordered the
closure of most of the small, unlined landfills in the
State (see graph below).  This action has had the
effect of limiting MA disposal capacity, causing waste
tip fees in MA to rise significantly.  High waste tip
fees and/or transport fees to more distant disposal
facilities improve the economics for alternate
collection of source separated material, especially for
larger waste generators.

Previous Activity and Interest

Over the few years before the project began,
several local farms performed a significant amount
of work in establishing composting operations and
attempting to form links to haulers and waste
generators, including a supermarket chain and
several restaurants.  Also, through three small
projects funded by the Massachusetts Department of
Food and Agriculture (DFA) and the U.S. Rural
Development Administration (RDA), CET identified
existing and potential composters and organic waste
generators in the area and facilitated several pilot
links.

Operating landfills in MA
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Barriers in the Marketplace

Through our initial work and a thorough review
of related efforts across the country, CET identified
several main obstacles to the creation of a longterm,
stable market for food and yard waste composting
on farms:

• Lack of established infrastructure. Farmers,
haulers and waste generators were reluctant
to invest time and money into setting up
operations to serve a small, fledgling market
with its associated risks.  Those ready to
begin operations needed information and
technical assistance to succeed.

• Lack of critical mass of participants. The
market needed a “jump-start” to attract
enough farms and waste generators to allow
for cost-effective collection and hauling with
full trucks driving shorter distances.

• Need for quality control. Loads needed to
be free of contamination, composted
properly and tested to ensure a quality end
product.  Compost produced for farm use or
for sale must meet needs for quality,
consistency and price.  The impact of
compost sites must meet regulatory and
community standards.

• Market-based - economics must
work for all parties involved without
on-going subsidies.

• Decentralized - work with many
farmers, waste generators and
haulers at the same time while not
interfering with competitive market
forces (e.g. pricing or directing
materials to specific locations).

• Targeted - provide on-site outreach
and services that meet the specific
needs and motivations of each
project participant.

• “Temporary” long-term - provide
participants with significant follow-up
assistance while facilitating the
eventual institutionalization of the
program.

General Approach

Methodology

Project Budget and Timeline

The project took place from Fall 1996 through
Spring 2000.  The total project budget was
approximately $270,000.  The vast majority of
program costs were related to staffing, which varied
over the 3.5 years of the project.  Staffing was at its
highest during the second year of the project, with a
.4 FTE manager, total of 1.2 FTEs staff and a
technical consultant.  Approximately $12,000 of the
budget was spent on equipment or site work at
compost sites.  A complete project actual budget and
information on staffing levels is included in
Appendix N.

The project objectives and general approach (see
boxes) were designed to overcome the barriers
described above.  The project had several
overlapping phases which are described below:
initial outreach, infrastructure building and closeout.
Details on the actual operations of participants are
described in Case Studies later in the report.

Initial Project Outreach

CET developed a set of services to offer to each
marketplace sector (see box) and began
approximately 6 months of intensive outreach and
marketing activities to solicit participation.  Initial
direct outreach targeted area farms known to be
composting, as well as all area farms through a
mailing.  CET obtained approval from the
Massachusetts Farm Bureau Federation to send a

CET had three primary objectives for the
project:

• Provide direct outreach, education and
technical assistance to farmers, waste
haulers and organic waste generators to
encourage participation

• Develop the connections and ultimately
self-supporting infrastructure needed for
participants to succeed

• Spread project information nationwide,
sharing lessons learned and results with
other composters, haulers and waste
generators and agencies that serve them

Project Objectives
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letter introducing the program and describing
available services to 375 member farmers in
Franklin, Hampshire and Hampden Counties (see
Appendix A).  In addition, a brief notice of the letter
was included in the Farm Bureau newsletter to
encourage farmers to read and consider the letter.
Approximately 15 farmers initially responded by
requesting site visits and assistance in starting
composting.

During the site visit, CET evaluated the needs
and interest level of the farmer and discussed the
assistance that CET could offer.  CET also provided
an information  package on composting and source
separation as well as a list of publications and free
loaner video tapes that address many aspects of
composting.

CET contacted each hauler in the area at the
beginning of the project to explain the project,
encourage their participation and offer assistance.
Phone calls to each hauler were followed by
meetings when interest was expressed.  Each hauler,
regardless of its response to initial phone and site
visit outreach, received a letter describing the project
and services available (see Appendix A).

CET targeted several waste generators in the
area, based on size and waste type, for initial
outreach through the project.  CET targeted
generators that were likely to produce enough
organic waste to warrant separate collection in a
compactor, or who had multiple locations that could
serve as the anchors for a dumpster route.  CET
solicited participation through telephone calls and
follow-up site visits.  CET also approached particular
waste generators at the request of waste haulers or
farmers that served the generator.

Infrastructure Building

After the initial outreach period, project activities
involved an ongoing mix of tasks including:

• start-up technical assistance

• follow-up troubleshooting

• media promotion of results to date to
encourage additional participation

• targeted direct outreach to develop additional
diversion, processing and/or hauling capacity,
depending on the need

• outreach and assistance to colleagues

• measurement and reporting to funders

This phase of the project constituted the majority
of the time and resources spent.  As the system was
being developed, it was continually changing and
required constant attention.  Each of the three
sectors had to be built up as needed to
accommodate the needs of the other sectors.
Participants on the learning curve required
troubleshooting assistance.  These activities
continued right up to the end as new waste
generators were being added in the final weeks of
the project.

The major activities performed for each sector as
well as general outreach and promotion are
described below.

Farmers

Assistance to farmers included identifying
appropriate organic waste generators and arranging
transportation details including appropriate fees,
hauler, delivery times, waste container ownership
and maintenance and other details.  A template
contract was developed and used by several farmers
(see Appendix F).  CET also assisted in tracking
tonnages and payments between multiple
generators, haulers and composting sites.

CET offered extensive assistance in organic
waste quality control and management and
regulatory issues.  CET worked closely with local
Boards of Health, MA DFA and MA DEP to ensure
that participating farmers had the necessary
technical information and assistance to compost
successfully and to operate within all applicable
guidelines and regulations.  CET notified local Boards
of Health of composting activities and
communicated with them during official meetings
and site visits in order to provide information to the

food waste

produce
kitchen preparation
plate scrapings
bakery
deli

food processing
   waste

brewery mash
pickles
wheat starch
ice cream

waxed corrugated
   cardboard

paper

grass clippings

leaves

brush

wood chips

manure and bedding

dairy
poultry
horse

wood pallets

lake weeds

Materials Diverted
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Boards and receive feedback on the performance of
the compost operations.

Repeated, periodic follow-up consultation was
needed to ensure successful composting operations.
After receiving feedback from DFA and DEP
regarding a growing concern about the conditions of
some of the compost sites, CET added two highly
experienced technical consultants to the project and
dedicated a significant amount of time and
resources to improving operations at several of the
most active sites.

CET worked extensively with a variety of
stakeholders to address several critical issues
regarding farm composting of food and waxed
corrugated cardboard waste that developed as a
result of the increased activity brought about through
this project.  These included mediocre or
inconsistent performance of compost operators, lack
of clear and consistent enforcement of guidelines for
site appearance and operational procedures, and
differing interpretations of the intent and application
of the agricultural exemption for composting.

Working with CET, DEP developed interim
standards regarding the operations and appearance

of agriculturally exempt compost sites accepting
commercial waste and applied them to one farm.
CET and DEP worked extensively with the farm to
successfully bring that operation into compliance by
developing a timeline of needed actions (see
Appendix G) and providing repeated on-site
consultations regarding implementation.  CET also
developed a guidance document and operational
checklist for DEP that specifically address
composting of food and waxed corrugated cardboard
at agricultural operations (available on request, see
Appendix P).

CET provided farmers with information on
compost testing services and offered free testing
through the UMass soil science lab (see Appendix E).
CET sent a survey to area composters regarding
equipment use and needs in order to improve the
availability and costs of needed composting
equipment.  Survey results were compiled, and
follow-up technical assistance and informational
mailings were conducted (see Appendix H).  CET
also coordinated cooperative rentals of screening
equipment with several participating compost sites,
which provided cost savings to those sites.

Services Provided
Farmers

• Outreach and education to promote the concept and encourage participation.
• Assistance registering with the Department of Food and Agriculture and with other regulatory

issues.
• Technical assistance with composting methods, equipment, testing, marketing and/or use of

end-product.
• Promotion of participation and results to stakeholders.

Waste Generators

• Outreach and education to promote the concept and encourage participation.
• Walk-through assessments of current waste management systems.
• Design and implementation of separation systems including employee training and

procedures.
• Tracking and documentation of savings.
• Promotion of participation and results to stakeholders.

Haulers

• Outreach and education to promote the concept and encourage participation.
• Encourage participation of a “critical mass” of waste generators and composting locations so

haulers have enough customers and disposal options to justify making changes to their
business.

• Promotion of participation and results to stakeholders.
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CET provided three of the most active sites with
a small amount of DEP funds to improve their
operations.  Assistance included test rental of
screening equipment and installation of a compost
pad.  Details of this activity are described in
Composting Food and Waxed Corrugated Cardboard
at Agricultural Operations (see Appendix P).

The majority of farms served ended up
composting farm materials and/or leaf and yard
wastes only.  These farms benefitted from project
assistance to begin or enhance their operations.
Examples of farms assisted include dairy and turkey
farms composting manure and bedding materials,
farms that began composting municipally collected
leaves, and stables that diverted manure and
bedding to other composting farms.

Waste Generators

CET served as a liaison between interested
businesses/institutions, haulers and farms willing to
accept their organic waste.  Assistance to waste
generators included locating an appropriate
destination farm and arranging transportation
details.  Businesses were encouraged to contact their
current hauler first when seeking organics collection
service.  If the hauler did not provide the service,
CET assisted in finding and selecting another hauler
for that service.

CET also helped businesses with the design and
development of organic waste separation, collection
and storage systems.  Factors including space
constraints, cost, security and employee safety were
considered in the design process.  CET also assisted
with employee training and implementation,
including start-up meetings, written procedures and
signage (see Appendix J).  CET inspected trial and
actual loads and provided feedback to the waste
generator on any problems with the cleanliness of its
materials (e.g. plastic packaging from inadequate
separation or trash from improper disposal).  Finally,
CET tracked diversion and resulting savings and
provided individualized summaries periodically to
interested generators (see Appendix I).

Haulers

CET assisted haulers in achieving efficiencies by
developing and promoting a group of composting
sites located in areas of concentrated organic waste
generation.  CET helped haulers set up and/or fill-in
collection routes to service organic waste generators.
CET facilitated subcontracting organics collection
services for several nearby organics stops serviced
by several haulers to one hauler so that stops could
be combined to more efficiently fill a truck.
Customers with questions about the organics
program could call CET first and CET would contact
the hauler if needed.

General Outreach and Promotion

CET worked with all participants to provide
opportunities for promoting their activities, which
served the dual purpose of giving recognition and
creating goodwill for existing participants and
promoting the practice to potential participants.
General ongoing outreach included articles in the
local media, presentations and announcements at
group meetings and feature articles in trade
newsletters and other publications (see Appendix M).
Also, individual businesses included program
information in their own circulars, annual reports,
advertising, and promotional videos.  CET also
assisted participants in identifying and applying for a
variety of awards to recognize their work.

CET hosted events at participating businesses
and farms attended by hundreds of municipal,
agricultural, commercial, industrial, and
governmental representatives.  The events also
captured media attention, receiving local TV, radio,
and newspaper coverage.  CET conducted many
tours of farm and generator sites for regulators and
other interested parties.

CET worked with the UMass Extension
through a variety of initiatives designed to
help farmers.

• Free compost tests from the UMass
Soil Testing Laboratory were provided
to area composters to familiarize
them with interpreting test results
and evaluating their product.

• CET worked with the Landscape and
Nursery Educator to produce
Guidelines for Using Compost in the
Green Industries to educate
Landscapers, Nurserymen and Turf
Growers on the purchase and use of
compost (see Appendix P).

• A “Twilight Meeting” for farmers
demonstrated farm composting to
over 50 growers and farm service
agency personnel.

UMass Extension
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CET also conducted a significant amount of
ongoing outreach to state, federal and local
regulatory personnel, legislators and others to build
support for the project and organic waste recycling
in general.  This outreach included distribution of
project articles and reports, invitations to tours and
promotional events and one-on-one discussions.

Closeout

As the end of the project drew near, CET began
reminding participants that its role would end
shortly (all participants had understood this would
happen from the beginning).  Most participants were
already operating without regular CET assistance.
CET worked with those participants that still

required assistance to identify final activities needed
before the project’s end.  Several waste generators
wanted to add additional locations and this was
accomplished.  The farm sites were targeted for the
majority of close-out work in order to ensure the
ongoing success of their operations.

In order to ensure a smooth transition as CET’s
project ended, in the last month CET sent letters to
each project participant, notifying them of the end
of the project and providing individualized summary
composting program and contact information (see
Appendix K).  A recognition certificate was included.
Feedback from the mailing was positive, with
participants indicating that they are ready to
continue without CET assistance.

 Waste Generators

Amherst School
System

Atkin’s Fruit Bowl
Bertucci’s
Big E Super Markets
Big Y Foods, Inc.
Bread & Circus Whole

Foods Market
C&S Wholesale

Grocers, Inc.
Cain’s
City of Chicopee
City of Pittsfield
Cooley Dickenson

Hospital
Cooper’s Market
Deerfield Academy
Drumlin Farm
Dunkin’ Donuts
Elms College/Aramark
Foster’s Supermarket
Friendly’s Ice Cream
General Dynamics

Defense Systems
Greenfield’s Market
Hangar Restaurant
Hot Mama’s
Husky Injection

Molding
Joiner’s Farm
Kripalu Yoga Center
La Cazuela

Mohawk School District
Montgomery Rose
Mt Holyoke College
Northampton Brewery
Northampton DPW
Otis Poultry Farm
Pioneer Valley Grower’s

Cooperative
Price Chopper
Shar-Lu Farm
State Street Market
Stop & Shop

Supermarkets
Swift River School
UMASS IPF
Undermountain Farm
UpCountry Seitan
Vipassna Meditation

Center
Waldbaum’s Foodmart
Williams College

Farms

Atkins Farm
Bear Path Farm
Becket-Chimney

Corner Camps,
YMCA

Berkshire Compost
Blue Rider Stable
Brookfield Farm
Caisse Farm
Chase Hill Farm

Clover Hill Farm
Coppinger Farm
Dearview Farm
DelfTree Corporation
Diemand Egg Farm
Earthcare Gardens
Everett Farm
Four Rex Farm
Full Cycle Composting,

Inc.
Full Bloom
Graves Farm
Harvest Farm of

Whately
Holiday Farm
Indian Line Farm
Laurel Hill Farm
Leonard Farm
Mahaiwie Harvest at

Sunways Farm
Manheim Farm
Martins Farm
McCray’s Farm
McKusick Farm
Micka Farm
Mt. Williams

Greenhouses
Mt. Toby Riding and

Boarding
North Adams Compost

Site
Orange Compost Site
Otis Poultry Farm

Saradoff Farm
Scantic Valley Farm
Shar-Lu Farm
Sheffield Foods, dba

Berkshire Compost
Shiel Farms
Smith Vocational

School Farm
South Hadley

Compost Site
Southwick Compost

Site
Spellman Farm
Suitable Edibles
Sunnybanks Ranch
Taft Farms
The Homestead

Poultry Farm
Tweenbrook Farm
UMASS IPF
Walnut Hill Farm
Warner Farm
Westview Farms

Haulers

Alternative Recycling
Systems

Browning Ferris
Industries

Duseau Trucking
Martin’s Farm
Master Garbologist
Waste Management

Project Participants
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Results

CET successfully completed project work and
met or exceeded project goals.  Currently, 45 waste
generators at 74 locations, 7 farmers and 6 haulers
are participating.  Organic waste is being collected
from 33 supermarket locations (Stop & Shop, Big Y,
Foodmart, Bread and Circus, and several individual
stores), 4 restaurants, 17 institutions/schools, 5 food
processors, 1 greenhouse, and 1 wholesale grocer,
and 13 other organics generators.  Supermarkets are
achieving diversion rates of up to 68% through their
recycling and composting efforts.

CET has successfully exceeded its final goal to
divert an average of 170 TPW, and anticipates that
the current level of activity will continue as an
ongoing way of doing business in the area.  A total of
21,758 tons of food waste, waxed corrugated
cardboard, yard/leaf waste, manure/bedding, and
clean wood waste have been diverted to new or
expanded composting operations since January
1997.  The average for the last program year (April
1999 - March 2000) was 175.6 tons per week (TPW).
Total waste diversion to date has reduced
greenhouse gas emissions by an estimated 5711
Metric Tons Carbon Equivalent (MTCE) (see
Appendix O).  This reduction is equivalent to that

gained from over 20,000 trees over a 40-year
lifetime.

Dozens of farms received assistance in
composting manures and other farm wastes as well
as easier to manage off-farm materials including leaf
and yard waste.

Also, several industry led efforts are beginning in
the area which may expand the amount of diversion
taking place in the near future. A local hauler, the
City of Northampton and a farm are designing a
program to compost food waste from City schools
and restaurants.  A supermarket chain has begun a
composting program in another market region and
with MA DEP plans an expansion of the program to
cover another market region soon.  CET is currently
conducting a Greater Boston Food Waste Recycling
Project with EPA and DEP funding.  The project is
designed to build the infrastructure and increase
activity in Eastern Massachusetts.

CET shared project information with hundreds of
colleagues from across the country and
internationally.  Project information was used in
designing related efforts in many areas including
Boulder, Colorado; Portland, Oregon; Sonoma
County, California; Wisconsin; North Carolina, and
Indiana.

Organic Waste Diverted
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Conference Presentations

• Northeast Resource Recovery Association
(NRRA) Conference 97,98,99,00

• Northeast Region BioCycle Conference 97,98

• National BioCycle Conference 98

• New England Environmental Expo 98

• National Recycling Coalition Conference
96,98,99

• MA DEP Pay-as-you-throw Workshop 98

• Northeast Recycling Council Quarterly
Meeting 99

• EPA JTR Roundtable Conference 00

     Goal       Final Results

Number of farmers reached 75-100 direct contact >100 directly contacted
site visits, meetings

400-500 indirect >500 indirectly contacted
(mailings, newsletters)

Number of farm composting sites 20-25 >25 start-ups/expansions
7 accepting commercial
organics

Number of generators reached 60-70 direct contact >70

750-1000 indirect >1000 though extensive
 media coverage and events

Number of generator sites 35-40 >40 (45 at 74 locations)
diverting materials to farms

Number of Extension and other 75-100 region-wide <75
farm assistance agency personnel
reached

Amount of waste diverted 170-377 TPW 175.6 TPW average
in final year

Greenhouse gas emissions reduction 5,711 MTCE

Project Evaluation Criteria/Results

Media Coverage

• BioCycle Magazine

• Resource Recycling Magazine

• Wastecap of Massachusetts Newsletter

• MassRecycler

• Business West Magazine

• Local media

Awards

• MassRecycle Commercial Recycling Award
1999 (CET)

• EPA Partners for Change Award (multiple
participants)

• City of Northampton Certificate of
Recognition (multiple participants)
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This section outlines key aspects of the operations of representative farms, waste
generators and haulers:

Farms

Smith Vocational and Agricultural High School Farm
Scantic Farm
Holiday Farm

Generators

Stop and Shop Supermarket Company
Bread and Circus Wholefoods Market
Big Y World Class Markets
La Cazuela Restaurant
Williams College

Haulers

Waste Management
The Master Garbologist
Alternative Recycling Systems
Smith Vocational and Agricultural High School Farm

Case StudiesCase StudiesCase StudiesCase StudiesCase Studies
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The Smith Vocational and Agricultural High
School Farm in Northampton is a working farm of
150 acres with dairy, livestock, and feed, vegetable
and greenhouse production.  The Farm has an
educational mission but has to operate as a business
because it relies on income from farm activities to
fund some or all of its operations as local and state
funding waxes and wanes periodically.  The Farm
has been composting since 1994, and using its
current site since 1998.  Overall, the composting
operation at the Farm has enjoyed a good deal of
community support and is a source of local
recognition and an important component of its
business.

Materials Composted

On and off-farm manure and bedding, and
approximately 12 tons per week of food and waxed
corrugated cardboard (three truckloads).

Equipment

Smith Vocational used to use a 1986 Dresser
518B articulating loader or a 1968 Hough 30 gas
powered loader, and a PTO driven manure spreader.
Improvements have been realized through the
purchase of a Wildcat CX700 compost turner, which
has reduced turning time significantly and aids in
plastic trash removal.  Prior to using the turner, it
took an elapsed time of 2 weeks to process 600
lineal feet of 4' x 4' x 8' windrow with the tractor
powered spreader fed by the Dresser 2.5 cubic yard
bucket.  With the windrow turner, the Farm is now
able to turn the same amount of material in about
an hour and a half.  Screening is performed through
a rented 5/16" trommel screen, which is provided
with a 5 cubic yard loader and operator.  Screening
through the fine 5/16" screen has proven necessary
to remove small pieces of trash that pass through
larger screens.

Economics

The composting operation is a cash source and

net revenue generator for the Farm.  Revenues from
tipping fees of $25/ton are about $7800 annually.
The cost for the screening is about $2.50 per yard,
including loader, labor and costs and fuel.  This cost
is as much as double what some screening services
offer, but the value to Smith Farm of having a finer
screen and a large capacity loader perform the work
was worth the added cost.  Screening led to a
successful high-grading and selling the material at
prices as high as $30 per cubic yard in bulk.
Compost sales are approximately $13,000 annually.

Challenges

In the past, there has been periodic concern
from neighbors, the landlord State agency and
regulators over the appearance of the site.  Loads
brought to the site by the commercial hauler
commonly contain store trash (see Scantic Farm
case study for description) as well as household trash
put into dumpsters if they are not kept locked.
Illegal dumping of trash on site occurs several times
per year if the gate is left unlocked.  The Farm
experienced several temporary seasonal shut downs
in spring due to muddy conditions and an overflow/
backlog of materials after losing some of the farm
help.  Space constraints put pressure on the Farm to
move material off the site in bulk through a broker at
a low price of $2 per cubic yard.  In one instance
some lower grade compost that had not been
screened adequately was sold by a broker to a
residential customer (instead of a more appropriate
application such as land reclamation) and the
customer was unhappy with the quality.

Future Plans

Smith Vocational is in the process of constructing
a pad and improving all- weather access on the
farm.  Tree planting for a visual screen is underway
and should be completed by Fall 2000.

For More Information

Tim Smith, Farm Manager (413) 587-1401.

Smith Vocational and Agricultural High School Farm
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Scantic Valley Farm is a 24 acre farm located in
Hampden, about 5 miles outside of Springfield.  The
farm is run on a part time basis, growing pick-your
own strawberries and winter rye.  After many years
of land applying yard waste from local landscapers,
the Farm began composting in 1997, spurred by
interest in generating large volumes of organic
material needed to rebuild the soil.  The site is highly
visible from the road and accessible to truck traffic
as long as they stay on the marked roadway through
the site that is scraped down regularly with the
loader blade.

Materials Composted

Leaves and other yard wastes, liquid manures,
food, waxed corrugated cardboard and wood chips.
The total volume of yard wastes estimated to have
been brought in to the site in the past year by 25
commercial landscapers is 3000 cubic yards, and is
by volume approximately 60% leaves, 20% grass
clippings, and 15% woodchips.  Another 5% of the
volume is unchipped brush and other tree parts, and
sod and dirt from landscape construction jobs.
Approximately 15 tons of food and waxed
corrugated cardboard are handled weekly, or nearly
800 tons per year.

Equipment

All of the materials handling is performed by two
loaders: a 1962 Hough with a 1 cubic yard bucket
and a cabless 1963 Michigan 125 with a 2.5 cubic
yard bucket.  Windblown and surface trash are being
recovered with casual labor and effective trash
retrieval tools, and innovations such as flatbed
wagon-mounted mobile 3 cubic yard dumpster
pulled through the field and around the composting
site.

Economics

The operation takes in about $9,000 in tip fees
annually.  25 commercial landscapers contribute the

bulk of the volume that comes into the site, and
sporadically pay a $10 tipping fee.  The farm charges
$25 per ton for commercial food and cardboard
waste.  There have been no sales of finished
compost to date.  According to the farmer, tip fees
about cover the costs of the operation.

Challenges

Initially, inadequate amounts of moisture and
poor mixing of materials led to incomplete
decomposition of the materials accepted.  There
have been appearance and unsubstantiated odor
complaints from neighbors and Town and State
officials.  The composting site is set back from the
road about 600 feet but is within clear view of the
road, which has substantial vehicular and pedestrian
traffic.  When present, trash is visible from the road
and blows around into trees and a brushy fenceline.
Cardboard in the windrows looks like trash if
exposed to view by passersby.  Several loads of
construction and demolition (C&D) waste and white
goods have been illegally dumped on the site by an
unknown party.  Loads brought to the site from the
commercial hauler commonly contain dozens of
pieces of trash per cubic yard, which may include
glass bottles and jars, metal cans, plastic bags,
styrofoam packing boxes, and plastic trays and
packing box inserts.  Tracking, invoicing and
receiving tip fee payments has been difficult.

Future Plans

Scantic Valley’s operation lends itself well to
direct sales to the same landscapers that drop off
materials, though it has yet to do so.  There is also a
garden center and commercial nursery within a mile
of the site that could be wholesale outlets for bulk
sales of compost.

For More Information

Chuck Witkop, Farmer (413) 566-3210.

Scantic Valley Farm
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Holiday Farm in Dalton (several miles from
Pittsfield) is an organic farming operation that raises
vegetables, small fruits and cover crops on 1400
acres of sugarbush, managed timber, pasture and
hayfields.  The farm hosts a 2 acre vegetable
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) operation,
and 3 acres are rented out to a daffodil bulb grower.
The site where food wastes are being composted is
well buffered from neighbors and accessed via an all
weather road.

Materials Composted

Annually, 1300 tons of leaf and yard waste from
Pittsfield, 300 cubic yards of poultry manure, 750
yards of horse manure and bedding, and 360 cubic
yards of dairy manure.  The farm receives two
packer truck loads of commercial organic waste
weekly, comprised largely of food waste by weight
but still containing a significant fraction of waxed
cardboard by volume.  The farm takes in
approximately 20-40 tons of commercial waste
monthly, or 260-520 tons annually.  The Farm also
takes in about 400 tons of brush annually, which is
kept separate and ground by a contracted service.

Equipment

The farm started out using a 1990 Ford 5610
loader for forming windrows but found it insufficient
to the task of forming and turning the thousands of
cubic yards of materials brought to the site.  In the
fall of 1998, the farm bought a slightly used 1998
Caterpillar ITG loader with a 1.75 cubic yard bucket.
Pittsfield’s leaves are manually debagged with the
assistance of a custom built processing rig staffed by
two or more seasonal laborers.

Economics

Holiday Farm takes in bagged yard waste from
the contracted disposal firm for the City of Pittsfield
at $30/ton.  Approximately 20 commercial
landscapers tip clean leaves, chips and grass
clippings for no fee.  Commercial food and

cardboard waste tipping fees have been negotiated
at $500/month to accept food waste that is relatively
free of cardboard at a reduced tip fee compared to
that for loads that are heavily concentrated with
cardboard.  Sales of compost from Holiday Farm are
priced at $30/cubic yard for 3/4 inch screened
product and about 300 cubic yards was sold to
commercial landscapers and local homeowners last
year.

Challenges

Neighbor complaints concerning the location
and alleged impacts of one of the leaf-only compost
areas have been ongoing and may force the
relocation of that area.  Holiday Farm is seeking to
reduce its costs for acquiring nutrients and
compostable organics from manure sources by
accepting food wastes that are clean and high in
moisture content.  The farm did not initially want
the waxed cardboard but takes it because it must
come with the food waste in order to make the
program cost-effective for the supermarkets on the
route, whose participation, in turn, is required for
the route to work for the hauler.

Future Plans

Holiday Farm has just purchased a 10-year old
Wildcat turner and will purchase a tractor to run it.
The farm anticipates defraying the cost of ownership
of the tractor and turner by developing a mobile
composting service that could assist other farm
composters in the region.  Recent and planned
modifications to the Farm’s operation will enable it
to import liquid manures from dairy operations and
ice cream.  Holiday Farm is interested in selling
more compost, and possibly bagging the material for
the increased convenience to residential customers
and potential product markup and increased revenue
per cubic yard.

For More Information

Dicken Crane, Farmer (413) 684-3856.

Holiday Farm
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Stop and Shop Supermarkets, a subsidiary of the
Ahold Corporation of the Netherlands, has 204 stores
in New England and New York.  Stop and Shop is
sending organic waste to composting from eleven of
its western Massachusetts locations.  An initial pilot
program at the Northampton store in 1997 proved
the program’s feasibility, cost-effectiveness and
environmental benefits, after which the program was
expanded to ten additional locations.

Materials Diverted to Composting

Food waste from produce and deli departments,
waxed corrugated boxes from all departments, waste
paper.  Some locations also divert food waste to pig
farmers.

Separation/Collection/Hauling Strategy

The produce manager has the primary
responsibility for the program.  Employees place
food waste in barrels or in small tubs on produce
cart shelves.  Cardboard is flattened and placed in a
wheeled gaylord cart.  Employees empty collection
containers into 8 yd dumpsters, usually located off of
a loading dock.  Dumpsters are emptied two times
per week.

Quantity Diverted

Stores divert an average of 6 tons per month to
composting, which represents approximately 25%
of the waste stream with recyclable cardboard and
plastic bags removed.

Economics

Participating stores achieve an approximately
10% reduction in overall waste management costs.

Other Benefits

This program has helped Stop and Shop meet its
environmental and community objectives, and
provided positive publicity through awards and
media exposure.  Stop and Shop’s environmental
efforts, including the composting program, have
gained attention and recognition from Ahold, which
has included program information in its video and
print materials distributed internationally.

Challenges

Finding a hauler to provide the service proved to
be a challenge in one geographic area.  Conditions at
some of the compost operations was another
concern, but was addressed through the technical
assistance provided to farms through the project.
Expansion to new market areas with undeveloped
infrastructure has been more time intensive than
anticipated.

Future Plans

Stop and Shop has started expansion of the
program in Rhode Island and Cape Cod,
Massachusetts.

For Further Information

David Grestini, Waste Removal coordinator,
 1-800-554-5635 x8496.

Stop and Shop Supermarket Company
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Bread and Circus Wholefoods Market, part of the
WholeFoods company, caters to both health
conscious and gourmet consumers, and sells more
produce than the average supermarket.  The Hadley
store began sending organic waste to composting in
1998, based on a company philosophy that includes
environmental stewardship. While the company
initiated this program for environmental reasons, it
also found significant cost savings once the program
was implemented.

Materials Diverted to Composting

Food waste from produce, bakery, bulk foods and
deli departments, waxed corrugated boxes from all
departments.

Separation/Collection/Hauling Strategy

Each department is responsible for delivering
compostable materials to the compactor, which is
located in the produce department. Employees place
food waste in 40 gallon barrels or in waxed
cardboard boxes that will be composted as well.  The
store uses a 30 yard self-contained compactor for
compost and cardboard is not flattened before being
placed in the compactor chute.  The compactor is
emptied usually once a week, on a set schedule to
prevent potential problems with materials backing
up while waiting before and during a pull.

Quantity Diverted

The store diverts an average 20 tons per month
to composting, which represents approximately 50%
of the total waste stream (and 68% of the waste
stream excluding recyclable cardboard and
containers).  The store has a combined recycling and
composting rate of 75% to 80%.

Economics

The store saves an average of $687 per month
for an approximately 24% reduction in overall waste
management costs.

Other Benefits

This program has helped Bread and Circus meet
its environmental and community objectives.  The
program has also been a positive source of employee
motivation, especially after the system has remained
unchanged for a longer period of time following a
series of initial reworkings of the system.

Challenges

Bread and Circus attempted several compost
collection designs before arriving at the current one.
Before composting, the store had one recyclable
cardboard compactor and one trash compactor.  The
first compost program setup involved using one
compactor for compostables, the other compactor
for recyclable cardboard, and two dumpsters (8-10
yards each) picked up 2-3 times weekly for trash.
The store and hauler originally chose the trash
dumpsters to avoid the cost and hassle of installing a
third compactor.  However, the uncompacted trash,
which weighed very little but was very bulky,
routinely overflowed the dumpsters.  The store then
changed to one compactor for trash and collected
compostables and recyclable cardboard in the other
compactor.  However, the compost site was unable
to effectively process the large amount of additional
cardboard.  The final and current arrangement
includes three compactors, one each for trash,
compostables and recyclable cardboard, and is
running smoothly.

Future Plans

Bread and Circus plans expansion of the
program in Eastern Massachusetts and Providence,
Rhode Island locations.

For Further Information

Karen Lindner, Store Supervisor (413) 586-9932.

Bread and Circus Wholefoods Market
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Big Y World Class Markets is a regional locally
owned and operated supermarket company with 46
locations in Massachusetts and Connecticut.  Big Y is
sending organic waste to composting from 14 of its
western Massachusetts locations.  An initial program
at three stores in the early 1990s was somewhat
effective initially, but by 1997 (when CET made
contact with the stores) the programs were
ineffective and erratically used.  Following a
retraining of staff and the addition of 3 more stores
on a new route, the cost-effectiveness of the
program generated a renewed commitment from Big
Y management, spurring the addition of another
eight stores.

Materials Diverted to Composting

Food waste from produce, bakery and some
service deli departments, waxed corrugated boxes
from all departments.

Separation/Collection/Hauling Strategy

Each department is responsible for delivering
compostable materials to the compost dumpster or
compactor, which is usually accessed from a dock or
chute in the produce department. Three of the
fourteen stores have organics compactors, while the
majority use 8 yard dumpsters.  Employees place
food waste in either barrels, “u-boat” carts, or in
small tubs or waxed cardboard boxes on produce
cart shelves.  Cardboard is flattened at locations with
compost dumpsters, and placed in a “u-boat” cart.
Employees empty collection containers into 8 yard
dumpsters, usually located off of a loading dock.
Dumpsters are emptied one time per week, with one
store emptied two times per week.  Compactors are
emptied as needed, on call.

Quantity Diverted

Stores divert an average of 5.1 tons per month to
composting, which represents approximately 27%
of the waste stream with recyclable cardboard
removed.

Economics

Stores save an average of $138 per month for an
approximately 10% reduction in overall waste
management costs.  Savings achieved at different
locations vary widely (from none to 20%) depending
on each store’s sales and waste generation volume,
product mix and program participation level.  The
program at all locations saves a total of
approximately $23,000 each year.

Other Benefits

This program has helped Big Y meet its
environmental and community objectives, and
provided positive publicity through awards and
media exposure.

Challenges

Finding a hauler to provide the service proved to
be a challenge in one geographic area.  Conditions at
some of the compost operations was another
concern, but was addressed through the technical
assistance provided to farms through the project.
Contamination of compost loads was a problem at
some locations, but with regular inspections and
communication with store and department
managers, these problems were overcome.

Future Plans

Big Y has no explicit plans for expansion at this
time, but has expressed interest in expanding
composting to its Connecticut and central MA stores
once a composting infrastructure is established in
those areas.

For Further Information

Tony Coppola, Maintenance Manager, (413) 504-
4701.

Big Y World Class Markets
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La Cazuela is a 16 year old, 72-seat restaurant
serving food (dinner nightly) from Mexico and the
American Southwest in Northampton.  The working
owners have a strong environmental and community
commitment which manifests itself in many aspects
of their business.

Materials Diverted to Composting

Food prep waste, plate scrapings, paper (napkins,
etc) from kitchen and dishwashing areas.  No bar or
bathroom waste is included and because tables are
bussed there is no customer involvement in
separation.

Separation/Collection/Hauling Strategy

The organic waste is put it into 30 gallon barrels
that are dumped into three 65-gallon toters picked
up twice per week.  The restaurant washes the
internal collection barrels nightly and originally
washed the toters weekly until the new hauler began
taking care of that.  Training the staff is not an issue
for the restaurant because the program is
institutionalized and they have low staff turnover.

Quantity Diverted

About 550-900 pounds per week from April
through October, less in the off season.

Economics

The program has had no economic impact on
the restaurant because trash costs are part of the
building lease arrangement and paid by the landlord.
The building owner’s trash costs stayed about the
same during the program.  The restaurant designed
the program to make it easy for employees and a
part of normal work, so no additional labor costs
have been incurred.

Other Benefits

The program helps meet the restaurant’s
commitment to the environment and contributes to
a high recycling rate.  La Cazuela is a member of
EPA’s WasteWise program.  The composting
diversion program may have a subtle impact on
employee motivation but is not described to them as
an environmental effort.  The program does not
provide a marketing benefit as customers are not
told about it.

Challenges

Finding and keeping a hauler to provide reliable
service has been the major barrier to the program.
The owners tried to start a composting diversion
program when the restaurant first opened but found
no viable options.  In the early nineties they tried
again and identified a potential farm site but could
not work out transportation.  Then, a local farm
began a pick-up service and, with help from the
owners and city officials, got several local restaurants
on board.  The pick up proved too much for the local
farm, but the now established route was picked up
by a local hauler.  The hauler provided unreliable
service that caused many of the larger restaurants to
drop out and the route fell apart.  At that point, a
small niche hauler took over the route which is still
serving the restaurant today.

Future Plans

None, the restaurant is currently recycling and
composting all it can as well as buying recycled
content products.

For Further Information

Rosemary Schmidt, Co-owner (413) 586-0400.

La Cazuela Restaurant
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Williams College, located in Williamstown, is a
private liberal arts college with 2000 students.
Williams has five dining halls serving over 1000
meals per day.  Williams has been diverting organic
waste through a variety of efforts since 1994.
Environmentally concerned students, including a
student group called the Purple Druids, were the
driving force behind the establishment of a diversion
program.  In order to build support for the program,
the students set out to show that money can be
saved by diverting the material from the trash.  The
first effort was an on-site compost pile serving one
dining hall, followed by waste from 3 dining halls
being transported by students to a local farm.
Williams began diverting food prep waste from all 5
dining halls through a commercial hauler to another
farm site in 1998, adding plate scrapings in 1999.
10 student residences with kitchens are also served
now.

Materials Diverted to Composting

Food prep waste, plate scrapings, napkins and
small amounts of waxed cardboard.  Williams also
diverts waste from picnics or other outdoor events
several times per year, including biodegradable
tablewear and bags.

Separation/Collection/Hauling Strategy

Kitchen staff and customers in each dining hall
are responsible for separating material into the
appropriate 28-gallon barrel.  When full, kitchen staff
put it on the loading dock to await pick-up.  Student
employees pick up full barrels from all dining halls
daily and transport them to a centralized six yard
dumpster.  The students empty the barrels, wash
them out and return them to the dining halls at the
next pick-up.  The dumpster is emptied twice per
week.

Quantity Diverted

Williams diverts nearly five tons of material per
week, representing approximately 80% of the dining
halls’ waste stream by weight.

Economics

Student labor is used to minimize the extra
collection costs associated with the decentralized
generation of waste from multiple locations on
campus.  All organics diverted are weighed and the
totals are used to attempt to get a rebate from the
trash hauler, which does not weigh the trash it hauls
for Williams as it charges a set fee per pick-up.
Overall, the program costs Williams about $5000 per
year, mostly because the trash hauling contract has
not been changed and charges to the College have
not reduced significantly.

Other Benefits

Positive publicity and community relations,
increased student involvement and awareness.

Challenges

Students involved with the project cited gaining
administration support for the program as an
obstacle initially.  Another big challenge was finding
a hauler to pick-up the material.  On-site challenges
included working with kitchen staff and students to
properly separate material for composting.
Education and training contributed to a successful
program.

Future Plans

Williams has considered composting on-site and
a student intern is currently investigating that
option.

For Further Information

Tim Reisler, Assistant Director for Administrative
Services, timothy.j.reisler@williams.edu, (413) 597-
3319 or Brian Werner, Student Intern,
brian.m.werner@williams.edu

Williams College
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Two local haulers that began offering organics
collection services several years ago were purchased
by Waste Management (South Hadley) during the
project.  Under the direction of the District Manager
(who came from one of the original companies),
Waste Management combined and expanded those
services and is now serving 24 supermarket
locations and two food distributors in the area.

Materials Handled

Produce and waxed cardboard.

Collection/Hauling Strategy

Waste Management uses an either an EZ Packer
or Heil 40 cubic yard front loader compacting truck
with 8 yard dumpsters, picked up once or twice per
week.  The dumpster routes are run over two days
and take about 3 hours each.  Waste Management
also provides two compactor options: Vertipac VIP
front load 6 or 8 yard compactors and 24 cubic yard
self contained compactors.

Quantity Collected

Waste Management collects an average of 15-20
tons of material per week.

Economics

The volume of the routes are now high enough to
make the service cost-effective (break even).  The
routes will become profitable as the density is filled
with additional customers.

Other Benefits

Waste Management believes that composting is
an untapped market that will become a big factor in
the next few years and is getting into position in the
marketplace.  The organics route is a value-added
service for some of Waste Management’s larger
customers and helps build customer loyalty.  Positive
publicity helps their corporate environmental image.

Challenges

1) difficulty in getting clean, uncontaminated
material; 2) cost to the customer for the service - it
may take a while for the customer to see savings and
the program needs to monitored to make sure
enough diversion happens to reduce trash pulls; 3)
the reliability of compost sites - haulers need
stability in disposal options in order to expand.

Future Plans

Waste Management is considering training its
sales force in order to be able to add more
restaurants and institutions to the route.

For Further Information

Brian English, District Manager (413) 737-1129.

Waste Management
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The Master Garbologist is a refuse and recycling
company located in New Marlborough.  It has been
hauling organic waste since November 1999.
Currently, it services six grocery stores, one college
and one large institutional yoga center.  The Master
Garbologist wanted to diversify its hauling business
by getting involved with organic waste.  Many of its
customers are restaurants, and the hauler believes
that this service will benefit them by diverting the
heaviest material from the waste stream.  In
addition, the organics service allows Master
Garbologist to position itself to expand regular trash
service to non-customers.

Materials Handled

Produce, kitchen prep, plate scrapings and
waxed cardboard.

Collection/Hauling Strategy

The Master Garbologist uses a Mack 25 cubic
yard rear loader compacting truck and dumpsters.
To make the service attractive to customers, it offers
several different options for service: two cubic yard
to six cubic yard dumpsters, and a variety of
numbers of pick-ups per week or month.  Some
smaller waste generators like the flexibility of every
other week pick-up to keep costs down.  The route
generally takes about four hours to run.  After the
truck dumps the organics, it back hauls commercial
and industrial business waste.

Quantity Collected

The Master Garbologist collects five to ten tons of
material per week.

Economics

Currently the route is not cost-effective, but is
seen as an investment that will pay off as more
customers are added.

Other Benefits

The organics service diversifies the hauler’s core
business and offers existing and new customers a
unique niche service.  The positive environmental
publicity helps their corporate image.

Challenges

Adding customers to the route has been
challenging.  Smaller customers including
restaurants do not want to do the extra work of
separation for the same cost of service.  It has also
been difficult to guarantee material cleanliness to the
farmer.

Future Plans

The Master Garbologist would like to expand the
route in areas with high customer density.

For Further Information

Karl Ekstedt or Don Clement, (413) 229-3169.

The Master Garbologist
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Alternative Recycling Systems (ARS) started four
and one-half years ago as a local recycling-only
hauler targeting small to medium size businesses,
and has since evolved into a full waste management
service provider targeting residential and
commercial accounts.  ARS also provides services for
management of special wastes in the Northeast
region.

Materials Handled

Food waste and waxed corrugated from
restaurants, cotton and paper fiber byproducts,
brewery waste (hops).

Collection/Hauling Strategy

ARS uses 65 gallon toters for food collection.
ARS first used a rack body dump truck with lift gate
to collect the toters and is now using a 16 yard rear
loader packer (a Peterbuilt truck with a Leach body)
with a cart tipper.  The food collection service is a
dedicated route (compostables only) that is
concentrated in one city (Northampton), and ARS is
spending about 10-15 minutes per stop on average.

Quantity Collected

About 4 tons monthly of food wastes from
restaurants and brewery; 6 tons monthly of cotton
waste.

Economics

 The route right now is about a break-even
service for ARS.  The savings in tip fees are good but
there is a significant cost to running a dedicated
route.  Expansion of the route to include more stops
will improve the economics.

Other Benefits

As a smaller hauler without disposal capacity, the
ability to control future disposal costs is very
important.  Also, the program allows ARS to provide
a more diverse package of services than some of its
competitors.

Challenges

The difficulty with (and time needed for)
program set-up and maintenance can be a challenge.
Businesses that are less dedicated to the idea, less
well-run, and/or have higher employee turnover
require ongoing maintenance to avoid
contamination.

Future Plans

ARS is considering expanding the organics route
to existing customers and others in nearby towns.

For Further Information

Patrick Kennedy, President (413) 634-8000.

Alternative Recycling Systems
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Through the course of the project, CET learned many important lessons that could be
helpful to others in designing and implementing similar efforts.

Overall Approach

Market-Based

This approach worked because it provided participants with the motivation to advocate for
and oversee change in their business practices.   Many participants were also (or even
primarily) motivated by other factors including environmental stewardship or public/
government relations, but would not have been able to participate without the economic
incentive.  Another benefit of this approach was that the business relationships that were
formed among participants are sustainable without ongoing project assistance, and set the
stage for expansion/growth through self-initiated efforts which are presently occurring.

Targeted

The development, implementation and maintenance of efficient collection, delivery and
composting systems required significant outreach and technical assistance to farmers and
waste generators.  A substantial amount of technical assistance to composters and waste
generators was also needed to ensure activities met environmental, regulatory and
community standards and resulted in clean, appropriate organic materials being processed
and used on area farms.  Haulers needed little technical assistance but required a good deal of
outreach and facilitation to enlist their participation, which was critical to the project.

Decentralized and Long-term

This approach worked because it minimized risks for participants and provided adequate
resources to address the nearly constant fixes and readjustments to the system that were
needed as it was developed.  For example, during the project there were instances of
temporary and permanent shut-downs and drop-outs of composters, haulers and waste
generators for a variety of reasons described below in individual sections covering each
market sector.

Farm Composters

Composting can be a viable side business and revenue source for farms.  Income from
tip fees and compost sales provide cash and net revenue to the farm.  Use of the finished
product on the farm can help the farmer avoid some of the costs associated with purchase of
organic matter and/or nutrient sources.  Composting helps the farmer diversify business
operations.

Composting of commercial waste must fit into the farm operation and requires a high
degree of maintenance. To accept commercial materials, farms need to be open year- round,
promptly attend to commercial organics and be vigilant in keeping out contamination.

The most likely candidates for composting are farms that have a need for the finished
product and/or a need to manage farm wastes.  Farms without their own source of manures
or other feedstocks must ensure adequate sources of other materials to create a successful
recipe.

Higher levels of management are required as deliveries of commercial organics increase in
frequency and/or volume.  Problems can develop fairly quickly if any resource (time,

Lessons LearnedLessons LearnedLessons LearnedLessons LearnedLessons Learned
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equipment, bulking material, etc.) or environmental
condition (season, weather, etc.) limits processing of
incoming materials in a timely manner.  In addition,
the potential for nuisance conditions (odors, vectors,
litter, etc.) correspondingly increases with the
amount and frequency of deliveries.

Compost sites shut down, either temporarily or
permanently, for several reasons.  One site shut
down for several months due to muddy site
conditions and an overflow of incoming materials.
Neighbor or regulatory issues temporarily closed or
limited capacity at other sites on several occasions.
One site shut down permanently due to difficulty in
tracking tonnages and collecting payments from
haulers, the slow composting time of unprocessed
cardboard and lack of adequate nitrogenous
materials to create a successful recipe.

Farmers can successfully compost smaller
amounts of commercial organic waste with
existing farm equipment and may benefit from
specialized equipment as operations grow.
Composting food and waxed corrugated cardboard
takes extra attention but is possible without grinding
or specialized equipment.  Most of the participating
farms reach a “comfort level” using existing farm
equipment (bucket loaders, manure spreaders, etc.).
As volumes of materials process increase beyond

this, farms desire access to specialized composting
equipment (windrow turners, screeners) to manage
composting operations at optimum levels.  This need
arises from a desire to speed up the composting
process and minimize labor inputs.

Farmers must avoid visual impact of the
materials on neighbors and passersby.  Neighbor
complaints, often leading to regulatory visits, were a
big challenge to compost operations.  Most
complaints, even “odor” complaints, were generated
by appearance of site.  Site appearance problems
include plastic contamination, too much visible
waxed cardboard (even though not a contaminant),
or packer truck deliveries causing concerns from
uninformed residents.

Farmers need to allocate time and resources to
deal with contaminants by picking plastic and
screening finished compost.  Some amount of
contamination of commercial loads with plastic
packaging was unavoidable, even with intensive
training of generators.  Farmers need to pick plastic
and other contaminants from loads as they arrive
and periodically through the composting process as
organic materials reduce in size and inorganics rise
to the surface of the windrow.

Compost quality and sales worthiness were
generally quite high if a proper recipe and fine
screening of end-product were used.  Some farmers
produced poor compost if they lacked adequate
feedstocks to balance large amounts of dry
cardboard.  Farmers needed to use a fine screen (5/
16" or 1/2") in order to remove smaller
contaminants including twist ties, rubber bands, etc
that were introduced with the commercial food
waste.  Fine screening compared to courser (3/4"
and up) improved the market value of the compost
from $2/yard bulk sales for land reclamation use to
$25-$30/yard for retail sales.

Many farms can compost farm materials only
(e.g., manures and bedding) or accept easier to
manage materials including leaves or landscaping
waste as appropriate.   Only a small percentage of
initially interested farms actually ended up
successfully composting commercial organic waste.
Many others were able to successfully compost
manures and leaf and yard waste.  Contamination
levels of 1-5% inorganics (primarily plastic) deterred
many farmers.  The increased management
demands for food and cardboard waste, and/or in
serving commercial haulers continuously and year-
round, were another deterrent.

• Composting can be a viable side
business and revenue source for farms.

• Composting of commercial waste must
fit into the farm operation and requires a
high degree of maintenance.

• Farmers can successfully compost
smaller amounts of commercial organic
waste with existing farm equipment and
may benefit from specialized equipment
as operations grow.

• Farmers must avoid visual impact of the
materials on neighbors and passersby.

• Farmers need to allocate time and
resources to deal with contaminants by
picking plastic and screening finished
compost.

• Many farms can compost farm materials
only (e.g., manures and bedding) or
accept easier to manage materials
including leaves or landscaping waste as
appropriate.

Key Points for Farm Composters
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Waste Generators

Larger waste generators can save money by
diverting source separated organic waste to
composting.  Supermarkets and institutions reduced
overall waste management costs by 10-25% through
the program.  The extra costs of a separate organic
waste container, hauling service, compost tip fees
and separation labor must be offset by the difference
in the trash and compost tip fees and by reduced
trash pulls (see Appendix I for sample savings
calculations).

Most small restaurants were not able to save
money through composting because of the high
collection costs for a relatively small volume of
material.  Several larger restaurants that used
garbage grinders were also not able to save money
through composting because of the ability to send
the majority of their organic waste into the sewer
system at no additional cost.

CET did not target outreach to restaurants, so
participation was lower than might be expected if
they had been targeted.  Those that did participate
were highly motivated, usually for environmental
reasons, and seemed willing to pay equal but not
higher waste costs to compost.  Programs for small
restaurants that are initiated by the hauler (as
opposed to a third party) as a standard service may
be more likely to succeed.  The effort could be
marketed as a way to keep costs from rising instead
of as a way to provide cost reductions.

Direct outreach with a focus on cost savings is
most effective in facilitating business
participation.  This project confirmed CET’s
experience that direct telephone contact and site
visits to businesses and haulers were more effective
than sponsoring local meetings or workshops.
Business owners and operators are used to receiving
information in the “sales call” format and often do
not typically allocate time to attend local workshops
other than the usual Chamber or Rotary meeting.

It was most effective to solicit participation from
owners or upper management first, with a focus on
cost savings as well as risk avoidance and ease of
implementation.  After buy-in at that level, it was
critical to work closely with middle management
and store employees to ensure they were supportive
and that separation procedures were well-designed
and implemented.

Public and regulatory relations are other
important motivating factors for businesses.
Positive publicity is a valuable benefit for consumer
companies and provided motivation to businesses
and institutions to participate or expand activities.
Many larger corporations or institutions have
environmental goals and/or public reporting
mechanisms that can be helped through a
composting diversion program.  Publicity provides
less of a motivation to wholesale/distribution
companies that do not directly serve the public
consumer.  Regulatory relations including site visits
and awards from government agencies are
important motivators for all participants.

Many of the commonly cited barriers to
separation and collection can be overcome if the
economics work and there is a strong
commitment from management.  A high priority
was placed on simplicity of operations in order to
increase the likelihood of recruiting and keeping
participants.  Often designing a separation system
was no more complicated than adding another
barrel and a few simple signs.  Once or twice weekly
collection was adequate for dumpster routes and
compactors might go every one or two weeks, all
without additional odor problems.  Training usually
involved one meeting with front line managers to
review the program, after which they would explain
it to employees on the job.  If it was clear that
management supported the program, employees
made it a part of their everyday activities.

Space constraints outside the back of the store
were sometimes a real barrier.  On several occasions
the lack of a good location for the placement of an

Key Points for Waste Generators

• Larger waste generators can save money
by diverting source separated organic
waste to composting.

• Direct outreach with a focus on cost
savings is most effective in facilitating
business participation.

• Public and regulatory relations are other
important motivating factors for
businesses.

• Many of the commonly cited barriers to
separation and collection can be overcome
if the economics work and there is a
strong commitment from management.

• Contamination caused by improper
separation can be minimized but not
eliminated.
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additional hauling container prevented participation.
Security issues precluded some stores from
participating because of a prohibition of employees
opening the back door, which is required if a
container cannot be accessed off of a dock or
through a chute in the wall.  Other stores did not
view the back door access as a security problem and
were able to develop programs accordingly.

Contamination caused by improper separation
can be minimized but not eliminated. Most waste
generators were able to do a decent job in source
separation with minimal training if management
support for the program was strong.  However, even
the best performers still diverted materials with a
minor amount of contamination, which has to be
dealt with at the farm.  Several waste generators had
repeated contamination problems, either due to lack
of management commitment, staff turnover or
seasonal busy periods, that required increasingly
intense assistance to overcome.  It may become
necessary for farmers to raise tip fees for dirtier
loads or to more aggressively reject loads in order to
increase the incentive to source separate properly.

One major waste generator that was an original
“anchor” of the program discontinued the program
after several restarts due to low diversion and high
contamination rates that resulted in rejected loads.
The resulting waste management savings (about
25%) were not important enough to motivate the
very large business to participate in a composting
diversion program, because the total dollar amount
saved was small compared to total operational costs.

Waste Haulers

Selling the program to the waste generators so
they will request the service from their current
hauler is an effective initial strategy to enlist
hauler participation.  Most haulers initially
expressed interest in providing organic waste
collection services.  However, in practice it was
difficult to convince haulers not offering the service
to begin doing so or to convince haulers already
offering the service to enlist more of their customers.
Haulers were most responsive to the project if their
customers (especially large ones) specifically asked
for organic waste collection services.

It was helpful to recommend that waste
generators try to work with their current hauler first,
for two reasons.  First, that policy helped to build
trust between project personnel and haulers because
the project was seen not to be helping any particular

• Selling the program to waste generators
so they will request the service from their
current hauler is an effective initial
strategy to enlist hauler participation.

• Once customer demand exists, collection
efficiencies and long-term access to
compost sites are essential to haulers.

• Changes in the hauling industry (vertical
integration, consolidation) can harm or
help efforts to divert organic waste.

• A good system is needed for record-
keeping and review of billing and
payments to avoid problems.

Key Points for Waste Haulers

hauler in taking customers from another.  Second,
the policy avoided contractual difficulties caused by
contract clauses stipulating that the hauler has
control over all of the waste generated by the
customer.  In practice, if the current hauler had been
given the option but did not want to provide the
service (and wanted to have any hope of renewing
the contract), it would need to allow another hauler
to do so.

Once haulers made a commitment to proceed
they were creative, cooperative and appreciative
participants.  As participation continues to increase,
haulers are beginning to initiate new efforts on their
own, without prior direct marketing by CET to their
customers.

Once customer demand exists, collection
efficiencies and long-term access to compost sites
are essential to haulers.  Haulers were open to
providing the service if the economics were feasible
and they felt confident about convenient, long-term
access to farm composting sites.  Haulers generally
did not need technical assistance in equipment
selection or other aspects of their business.

Maximizing transportation efficiencies was a
critical aspect of this project and is essential for the
longterm success of the composting industry.  To
start a new dumpster route, it was necessary to
enlist a critical mass of customers before a hauler
would be willing to pick up the route.  Alternatively,
it was occasionally possible to subcontract organics
collection to one hauler so that nearby organics
stops from several haulers could be combined to
more efficiently fill a truck.  Large waste generators
that could justify and fit a compactor for organics
could start on their own.  Another important factor
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was the hauler’s reading of the growth potential of
this type of service.

Changes in the hauling industry (vertical
integration, consolidation) can harm or help
efforts to divert organic waste.  Vertical integration
of the waste industry (waste companies owning both
hauling services and disposal sites) can affect the
source separated organics market.  Small haulers
that do not own disposal capacity want disposal
alternatives to help lower tip and travel costs and
stay competitive.  Integrated companies may have
an economic disincentive to divert materials from
their disposal site unless the input rate to their
facility is limited by regulation or other factors.

During this project, consolidation in the hauling
industry increased route efficiencies by combining
smaller routes previously operated by separate
haulers.  However, this benefit occurs only if the
service is offered by the new company (as it was in
this case). In other cases, new priorities and/or
uncertainty stemming from a recent or impending
takeover prohibited haulers from considering new, or
starting planned, organic waste collection activities.

A good system is needed for record-keeping
and review of billing and payments to avoid
problems.  Tracking tonnages and payments
between multiple generators, haulers, and
composting sites was an important role for CET as
participants were helped to develop their own
tracking systems.  Discrepancies (unintentional and
intentional) in tip fees paid to farm composting sites
and invoices charged to businesses can occur
without this kind of third party intercession or
diligent tracking and invoicing by farmers and
businesses.  Problems in billing/paying can reduce
the savings of waste generators or the income of
farmers.
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Appendix A. Initial Mailing to Waste Generators

Date

Address

Dear WASTE GENERATOR:

Thank you for speaking with me yesterday regarding your interest in our on-farm composting  project.
The Center for Ecological Technology (CET) is a non-profit organization which has been active in the fields of
energy and resource conservation since 1976.  As part of a grant funded program, CET is linking interested
organic waste generators throughout Franklin, Hampshire and Hampden Counties with local farmers who are
accepting pre and post-consumer organic waste for composting.

I have enclosed some background information on our organization to help you become more familiar
with the services we offer to the public and private sectors.  I have also included some articles pertaining to
farm composting of source separated organic materials.  Big Y Supermarkets and Hannaford Brothers (Shop
and Save) are both mentioned in these articles as supermarket chains that have adopted source separation of
organic materials for economic and/or ecological reasons.

Farm composting of source separated organic materials including fruits, vegetables and waxed cardboard
(as well as leaf, yard waste and manures) is supported by the Department of Food and Agriculture (DFA) and
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) as a viable alternative to incinerating or landfilling.  This
process can be instituted through your current hauler and allows your company to save money through
reduced tip fees (typically around $25.00 per ton at the farm compared to approximately $65.00 per ton at
the local landfill), provides farmers additional income and is an environmentally friendly and effective
disposal alternative.  This process also diminishes the amount of leachate normally associated with the direct
application of manures to farm fields, thus reducing the contamination of local water sources.

CET is assisting local farmers in completing a simple state registration process so they are eligible to
receive source separated organic materials from off-farm generators.  We would like to work with your
company in an effort to divert as much source separated organic material as possible from your store
locations to these registered farms.

To accomplish this process, CET offers the following services at no charge:

• supply your hauler with a list of local farmers who are registered to accept source separated off-farm
organics.

• help further reduce your disposal expenses by registering additional farms near your
participating store locations.

• meet with each store’s management team to explain the benefits of organics separation.

• assist your store management teams with training personnel in the set up and maintenance of a
suitable source separation system to ensure clean loads of organics.
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• furnish your company with the names of suppliers who specialize in source separation products
(indoor toters, steam cleaners, etc).  Please note that successful source separation does not require
additional fixture expenses, but specialized products are available upon request.

• serve as a liaison between your company and the farmer(s) your hauler chooses to use to help ensure
easy access to drop sites, set up drop off schedules, etc.

• quality control inspections of the separated materials to ensure the least amount of contamination
possible.

Please note these services are available free of charge to any interested farmer, hauler and/or waste
generator in Franklin, Hampshire and Hampden Counties.  Our mission is to increase the amount of source
separated organic material being diverted to local farms.  CET is not responsible for any arrangements,
pricing, payments, or obligations created between the cooperating parties, nor is CET liable for  material
quality or quantity.  CET will make every effort to serve all interested participants equally and without bias.

If you have any questions regarding the enclosed information please feel free to contact me at (413) 586-
7350.  I look forward to working with your company and thank you for your efforts.

Sincerely,

Solid Waste Specialist

enclosures

cc: Hauler
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Appendix A. Initial Mailing to Farmers

Date

Dear Farm Bureau Member,

I would like to make you aware of an income-producing opportunity available to farms in Massachusetts.
Currently some farmers in our state are charging waste haulers a “tip fee” of approximately $25.00 per ton
to accept loads of pre-sorted organic material consisting of fruits, vegetables and waxed cardboard for
composting.  Farmers are also collecting a lower tip fee to accept and compost manures, wood shavings,
bedding materials, leaves, etc.

While pricing varies depending on the location, frequency and quantity of the material being received,
this program allows the farmer to be paid for accepting a potentially beneficial raw material. This raw
material can be blended and composted with manures and other farm wastes to create a high quality soil
amendment for use on-farm or for sale in bulk or bag for additional income.  On-farm composting also
diminishes the amount of leachate normally associated with the direct application of manures to farm fields,
thus reducing the contamination of local water sources.

The Center for Ecological Technology (CET) is a non-profit organization which has been active in the
fields of energy and resource conservation since 1976.  CET is currently helping area farmers with their
composting efforts through a program funded by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and
local foundations.  Farm composting of appropriate source separated organic materials is supported by the
Department of Food and Agriculture (DFA) and the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) as a
viable alternative to incinerating or landfilling.

Farmers must register with the state to become eligible to receive source separated organic materials
from off-farm organic generators.  The registration process is free of charge and consists of a three page form
and a site visit by a DFA representative.  I would like the opportunity to work with you in an effort to register
your farm with the State.  I can also  provide you with information and resources to learn about composting
off-farm source separated organics and/or on-farm compostables such as manures and bedding materials.

I can then link your farm with waste haulers and generators who are interested in participating in this
program and continue to assist you by answering any questions that may arise during the process.  There is
no charge for our assistance and you would also be encouraged to contact waste haulers and generators to
create a flow of material to your location.

CET offers the following services to any interested farmer, free of charge:

We will:
• supply you with current information on farm composting and referrals to technical personnel, testing

and trouble shooting.

• provide you with additional information on farm composting as it becomes available.

• add your name to our list of local farmers who are registered to accept source separated off-farm
organics and make this list available to local haulers and organic waste generators.

• supply training to waste generator employees to ensure the least amount of contamination possible.
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• furnish you with the names of suppliers who sell or rent composting apparatus such as
thermometers, testing equipment, screeners, baggers, etc.

• provide quality control inspections of the separated materials to ensure the least amount of
contamination possible.

Please note that these services are available free of charge to any interested farmer, hauler and/or waste
generator in Franklin, Hampshire and Hampden Counties.  Our mission is to increase the amount of source
separated organic material being diverted to local farms.  CET is not responsible for any arrangements,
pricing, payments or obligations created between the cooperating parties or for material quality or quantity.
CET will make every effort to serve all interested participants equally and without bias.

If you have interest in this project or are already involved in organics diversion and want to expand the
process, please contact me at (413) 586-7350 or (800) 369-3333.  I am available for appointments Monday
through Thursday, or upon request.

Sincerely,

Solid Waste Specialist
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Appendix A. Initial Mailing to Haulers

Date

Dear HAULER:

We would like to offer your company a free service that could save you money and will help support the
local agricultural community.  As part of a grant funded program, the Center for Ecological Technology (CET)
is linking interested haulers throughout Franklin, Hampshire and Hampden Counties with local farmers who
are accepting pre and post-consumer organic waste for composting. This process allows generators and
haulers to save money through reduced tip fees (typically around $25.00 per ton), provides farmers
additional income and is an environmentally friendly and effective disposal alternative.

CET is a non-profit organization which has been active in the fields of energy and resource conservation
since 1976.  Farm composting of source separated organic materials including waxed cardboard, fruits and
vegetables (and leaf, yard waste, and manures at a further reduced tip fee) is supported by the Department
of Food and Agriculture (DFA) and the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) as a viable alternative
to incinerating or landfilling.  CET is working with local farmers to assist them in completing a simple state
registration process so they are eligible to receive source separated organic materials from off-farm organic
generators.  We would like to work with your company and your customers in an effort to divert as much
source separated organic matter to area farms as possible.

To accomplish this process, we offer the following services at no charge. CET will:
• supply your company with a list of local farmers who are registered to accept off-farm organics.

• meet with your interested customers (supermarkets, restaurants, produce houses, etc.) to explain the
benefits of organics separation.

• assist your customers as needed in setting up and maintaining separation systems to ensure clean
loads of organics.

• supply you and/or your customers with the names of suppliers of compostable   plastic bags,
steam cleaners, toters, indoor collection containers and any other materials required to make this
process successful.

• help meet your disposal needs by registering farms near your participating customers.

• serve as a liaison between your company and the farmer(s) you choose to use to help ensure easy
access to drop sites, set up drop off schedules, etc..

• provide you with help and information about other successful commercial organics programs.

Please note that these services are available free of charge to any interested farmer, hauler and/or waste
generator in Franklin, Hampshire and Hampden Counties.  Our mission is to increase the amount of source
separated organic material being diverted to local farms, but we have no influence over pricing or contractual
arrangements made between parties. Additionally, we will make every effort to serve all interested parties
equally and without bias.

If you have interest in this project or are already involved in organics diversion and want to expand the
process, please contact me at (413) 586-7350.  I am available for appointments Monday through Thursday, or
upon request.

Sincerely,

Solid Waste Specialist
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Appendix B. Handouts on Services Available - Farms

CET’s Farm Composting Program

Services Available to Farms

CET can provide extensive, free technical assistance to farmers throughout western Massachusetts to
initiate or to expand on-farm composting of agricultural and/or commercial organics.  CET offers customized
approaches for farms, which may include the following services:

• supply up-to-date information on farm composting

• provide on-site technical assistance on composting materials/methodology, equipment, testing,
marketing and/or use of end product

• supply pre-paid mailers for compost testing services

• furnish the names of suppliers who sell or rent specialized composting equipment including
thermometers, testing equipment, screeners and baggers and coordinate cooperative use of
equipment among farms to obtain the best value

• assist in the registration process with the Department of Food and Agriculture (DFA) to obtain
eligibility for accepting off-farm organics for composting

• play a proactive role with municipal boards, committees and departments to provide  information
about farm composting, including DFA registration and DEP regulations

• maintain lists of local farmers who are registered to accept source separated off-farm organics and
make this information available to local haulers and waste generators

• provide organics separation training at participating businesses and institutions to ensure the least
amount of contamination possible

• perform quality control inspections of source-separated materials to ensure minimal contamination
levels

• obtain documentation of tons diverted, perform on-site weighing of test loads

• assist with cost-benefit reviews

For more information, contact John Majercak at 413-586-7350

Toll free 800-369-3333 - Fax 413-586-7351 - EMail cetnoho@aol.com

The Center for Ecological Technology

26 Market Street

Northampton, MA  01060
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Appendix B. Handouts on Services Available - Waste Generators

CET’s Farm Composting Program

Services Available to Businesses and Institutions

CET can provide extensive, free technical assistance to help your organization save money by using your
current waste hauler to send food residuals, waxed cardboard, and other organic waste materials to local
farms for composting in western Massachusetts.  Cost savings are derived from reduced tip fees (up to 60%)
and reduced trash pick-ups (up to 50%).  In addition, significant public relations and environmental benefits
can be realized.

CET can offer the following services to your organization at no charge:

• supply your current waste hauler with a list of local farmers who are currently registered to accept
source-separated commercial organics

• meet with your management team to explain the benefits of organics separation

• assist in the design and set-up of a suitable source separation system

• train management and employees in maintaining the collection system to ensure clean loads

• serve as a liaison between your waste hauler and the farm composting site to facilitate easy access,
convenient delivery schedules, etc.

• perform quality control inspections of source-separated materials to ensure minimal contamination
levels

• obtain documentation of tons diverted, perform on-site weighing of test loads

• assist with cost-benefit reviews

• facilitate community/governmental relations and other promotional activities

 • provide “the only number you need to call” for questions or problems

For more information, contact Jim Desmond at 413-586-7350

Fax 413-586-7351 - EMail cetnoho@aol.com

The Center for Ecological Technology

26 Market Street

Northampton, MA  01060
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Appendix C. Media Event Agenda

Agenda

• Welcome- Peter Fiore, Facility Director, C&S Wholesale Grocers, Inc.
• Laura Dubester, Director, Center for Ecological Technology
• John P. DeVillars, Administrator, EPA New England
• Jonathan Healy, Commissioner, MA Department of Food and Agriculture
• William Gouzounis, Assistant State Director, USDA Rural Development
• James Gardiner, Program Manager, USDA SARE Program
• Sam Wolman, Director of Manufacturing,The Stop and Shop Supermarket Company
• Tour- Joseph Covington, Resourceful Waste Coordinator, C&S Wholesale Grocers, Inc.
• Question and Answer Session
• Thank You and Close - Peter Fiore, C&S Wholesale Grocers, Inc.
• Refreshments (10:45-11:15)

Interview/Photo/Film/Recording Opportunity and Tour:

11:30-noon Stop and Shop Supermarket, 228 King Street, Northampton
12:15-12:45 Smith Vocational School Farm, Burts Pitt Road, Northampton

Directions to Stop and Shop and Smith Farm

To Stop and Shop from C&S:  At exit go left on North Hatfield Street.  At stop sign, go left (south) on
Route 5.  Take Route 5 into Northampton, Stop and Shop is on the right.

To Smith Farm from Stop and Shop:  Take a right on King Street (Route 5) to the major intersection in
Northampton.  Go right on Main Street (Route 9).  Go left on Route 66 (west).  Go right at fork in road, on to
Prince Street West, which turns into Burts Pitt Road.  Look for compost windrows and greenhouse on the left.
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Appendix C. Media Event Agenda, Continued

Working Agenda

9:40 Welcome, Introduction of Laura Dubester - Peter Fiore, Facility Director, C&S Wholesale
Grocers, Inc.

9:43 Remarks, Introduction of  John P. DeVillars, Administrator EPA New England -  Laura Dubester,
CET

9:45 Remarks- Administrator DeVillars
9:55 Introduction of John Majercak, Director, Solid Waste Programs, CET - Laura Dubester, CET
9:55 Introduction of Jonathan Healy, Commissioner, MA Department of Food and Agriculture - John

Majercak, CET
9:55 Remarks - Commissioner Healy
10:00 Introduction of William Gouzounis, Assistant State Director, USDA Rural Development - John

Majercak, CET
10:00 Remarks - Assistant Director Gouzounis
10:05 Introduction of James Gardiner, Program Manager USDA SARE Program - John Majercak, CET
10:05 Remarks- James Gardiner
10:10 Introductions of program participants attending - John Majercak, CET
10:10 Introduction of Sam Wolman, Director of Manufacturing, The Stop and Shop Supermarket

Company - John Majercak, CET
10:10 Description of Stop and Shop composting efforts - Sam Wolman, The Stop and Shop

Supermarket Company
10:15 Introduction of Joe Covington, C&S - John Majercak, CET
10:15 Tour and Description of C&S Composting efforts - Joseph Covington, Resourceful Waste

Coordinator, C&S Wholesale Grocers, Inc.
10:35 Question and Answer Session
10:45 Thank You and Close- Peter Fiore, C&S Wholesale Grocers, Inc.
10:45 Refreshments
11:15 End

For Media Representatives:

11:30-noon Stop and Shop Supermarket, North King Street, Northampton - Tour and Photo/Film/
Recording opportunity

12:15-12:45 Smith Vocational School Farm, Northampton - Tour and Photo/Film/Recording
opportunity
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Appendix D. Twilight Meeting Agenda
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Appendix E. Compost Test Form
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Appendix F. Contract between Farmer and Hauler
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Appendix F. Contract between Farmer and Hauler, Continued
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Appendix G. Letter to DEP regarding Compliance at Farm Site

DATE

MA DEP
436 Dwight Street
Springfield, MA 01103

Dear :

As we discussed, I am fully committed to operating my compost site in accordance with DEP standards.
My next steps are outlined below:

1) The fields will be picked clean of plastic and other trash by October 15th.  In the future, the compost
will be picked clean as it is spread or will be screened prior to spreading.

2) I will use a minimum ratio of 3:1 manure and leaf and yard waste to waxed corrugated in my
windrows.  No more than 25% of the surface of the windrow will have exposed cardboard.  A new visual
barrier primarily consisting of leaves will be in place by December 15th.  In the interim, I will either move
incoming supermarket loads to a more hidden location, construct an adequate temporary visual barrier, or
cover incoming loads to the extent where almost no cardboard is visible on the exterior of the windrows.
Incoming loads will be mixed and covered on the same day they arrive.

3) I will remove trash from the back edge of the site and pick trash from the outside of the windrows by
November 1st.

4) To address the plastic issue in the future, I will pick out plastic before mixing and windrow formation.
I will also periodically pick the outside surface of the windrows and the compost site on a bi-weekly basis or
after turning, whichever is sooner.

5) I will add bulking materials to the back windrow to improve the recipe to reach the 3:1 standard by
November 15th.

6)  No liquid manures will be stockpiled until NRCS or DFA can advise me on an adequate storage
system.  I will regularly scoop up any water ponding on the compost pad and mix it in the windrows.

I have also changed the lock on my gate and built a trench around the site to restrict access.  Only
approved vendors can deliver materials, and all have been given strict guidelines to adhere to regarding
contamination.  Over the longterm, I am working with the Center for Ecological Technology and DEP through
the RIRC grant program to make additional upgrades to the operation including chipping accumulated
source-separated brush.

I look forward to seeing you again soon and understand that CET will coordinate another site visit and
meeting time for all of us around November 1st.

Sincerely,
FARMER
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Appendix H. Equipment Survey Materials

Date

Get a free compost test and find the composting equipment you need at the best price!

Dear Composter:

The Center for Ecological Technology (CET), a non-profit organization, works with area composters to
locate sources of feedstocks and upgrade the efficiency and profitability of compost operations.  CET is
currently seeking information about your equipment needs in order to improve equipment availability and
costs for you and other area composters.

Working together with other composters can help you get access to equipment you need, when you need
it and at the lowest cost.  For example, CET helped three area composters work together to rent a trommel
screen for a week last Fall.  The composters were able to get a great deal, even though they each needed just
two days of screening and the machine was not available locally.

Please take 5 minutes to fill out the enclosed two-page survey and return it to CET by December 15th,
using the postage-paid envelope provided.  If you respond by December 15th, CET will send you a free
Compost Test from the UMass Testing Laboratory ($20 value).

CET will use the information provided to facilitate equipment sharing, sequential rental, joint purchase
and other ways to lower the cost to participating composters.  CET will send responders a detailed list of
vendors for the type of equipment specified and a list of other interested local composters.

CET is able to provide this service to you at no cost through funding from USDA SARE, MA DEP RIRC and
EPA New England.  Responders are under no obligation whatsoever.  I urge you to take advantage of this
opportunity as soon as possible.  Please call me at (413) 586-7350 if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Director of Special Projects

Return by December 15th to receive your FREE Compost Test ($20 value).
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Appendix H. Equipment Survey Materials, Continued

Name/Address Corrections

Phone:______________________

1. Please describe the equipment that you currently use:

Bucket Loader
Make/Model/Year/Bucket Size:_________________________________________
How often used: weekly     monthly     quarterly     yearly
Season used: spring   summer   fall   winter   year-round   other____________
Rent/own: rent  own
Operator: self-operated    contractor-operated

Chipper/Grinder
Make/Model/Year:_____________________________________________________
How often used: weekly     monthly     quarterly     yearly
Season used: spring   summer   fall   winter   year-round   other____________
Rent/own: rent  own
Operator: self-operated    contractor-operated

Screener
Screen Size/Make/Model/Year:_________________________________________
How often used: weekly     monthly     quarterly     yearly
Season used: spring   summer   fall   winter   year-round   other____________
Rent/own: rent  own
Operator: self-operated    contractor-operated

Windrow Turner or other (please describe)__________________________________
Make/Model/Year:____________________________
How often used: weekly     monthly     quarterly     yearly
Season used: spring   summer   fall   winter   year-round   other____________
Rent/own: rent  own
Operator: self-operated    contractor-operated

2.  Please list any composting equipment you currently own that you would like to make available to
other area composters and indicate the types of arrangement you seek:

Equipment Type Arrangement
_________________ rent   lease   sell   swap/barter   other:___________________
_________________ rent   lease   sell   swap/barter   other:___________________
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3.  Please describe any needed equipment you that you would like to start using now:

Bucket Loader
Make/Model/Year/Bucket Size:_________________________________________
How often used: weekly     monthly     quarterly     yearly
Season used: spring   summer   fall   winter   year-round   other_______________
Rent/own options: joint rental   joint on-going lease   joint purchase   swap/barter
individual rental   individual purchase    other:___________________
Operator: self-operated    contractor-operated

Chipper/Grinder
Make/Model/Year:_____________________________________________________
How often used: weekly     monthly     quarterly     yearly
Season used: spring   summer   fall   winter   year-round   other_______________
Rent/own options: joint rental   joint on-going lease   joint purchase   swap/barter
individual rental   individual purchase    other:___________________
Operator: self-operated    contractor-operated

Screener
Screen Size/Make/Model/Year:_________________________________________
How often used: weekly     monthly     quarterly     yearly
Season used: spring   summer   fall   winter   year-round   other_______________
Rent/own options: joint rental   joint on-going lease   joint purchase   swap/barter
individual rental   individual purchase    other:___________________
Operator: self-operated    contractor-operated

Windrow Turner or other (please describe)__________________________________
Make/Model/Year:____________________________
How often used: weekly     monthly     quarterly     yearly
Season used: spring   summer   fall   winter   year-round   other_______________
Rent/own options: joint rental   joint on-going lease   joint purchase   swap/barter
individual rental   individual purchase    other:___________________
Operator: self-operated    contractor-operated

4.  Would you like free technical assistance from qualified compost consultants to help improve your
operation?     yes        no

If yes, please leave phone number and best time to call:
Phone____________  Time/Day_____________

If you have any questions, please call John Majercak of CET at (413) 586-7350. Thank You!
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Appendix H. Equipment Survey Materials, Continued

Date

Dear Composter:

Thank you for responding to the Center for Ecological Technology’s (CET) survey regarding your
composting equipment use and needs.  We received many responses and are hopeful that some good
opportunities for cooperative equipment rental have been created for you.

I have enclosed your free compost test kit along with the following:

• A list of composters interested in cooperative equipment use or purchase, sorted by
equipment type.

• Contact information for these composters.

• A list of local equipment vendors.

CET will send this information to each equipment vendor and encourage them to contact you regarding
your needs as soon as possible.  We also encourage you to call other composters with similar needs as well
as the equipment vendors.

If you requested technical assistance through the survey, CET’s composting consultant Bruce Fulford will
contact you in the next two weeks.  Please call me at (413) 586-7350 if you have any questions.  Thank you.

Sincerely,

Director of Special Projects
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Composting Equipment Rental and Service Providers

Most vendors prefer to quote prices after a discussion and/or site visit with potential clients.
Arrangements should be made months in advance to ensure that equipment is available and site conditions
are suitable to effectively utilize the equipment when needed.

This listing does not imply endorsement by the Center for Ecological Technology (CET).  Vendors can be
added or removed from the list by contacting John Majercak at CET at (413) 586-7350.

Screeners

Following is a list of trommel screens.  Deck screens may also be used for compost but generally do not
perform as well as trommel screens.  Deck screens can often be rented from local sand and gravel
operations, soil dealers and contractors.

Boston Bark Corporation
Waltham, MA
(781) 894-4606
Contact: Vinnie Mula

McCloskey Bros.  RE 621 trommel with 1/2" screen and remote stacker.  Provided with CAT 950 loader
and skilled operator.

Full Cycle
Westfield, MA
(413) 562-0193
Contact: Paul Liptak

McCloskey Bros.  RE 621 trommel with 1/2” and 3/4" screens and remote stacker.  Provided with loader
and skilled operator.

Green Cycle
Hartford, CT
(860) 953-7799
Contact:  Chris Field

McCloskey Bros. 621 trommel with 1/2" and 3/4" screens and remote stacker.  Provided with loader and
skilled operator.  Also Wildcat 512 trommel screener.

Lion’s Head Organics
Cohasset, MA
(781) 545-4645
(781)765-6972  (pager)
Contact: Michael Bleakie

McCloskey Bros.  RE 621 trommel with 3/4" screen and remote stacker  - may have finer screen
available.  Available with or without loader and operator.  Also provides site cleanups.

Shredding and grinding equipment

Flat bed feed grinders are generally considered more cost effective at processing large amounts of mixed
woody materials and some are listed below.  Tub grinders are commonly suited to producing smaller sized
particles from cleaner materials.  Local tub grinder owners include land clearers, sawmills, mulch
manufacturers and construction and demolition firms.
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Appendix H. Equipment Survey Materials, Continued

Cook Company
Mendon, MA
(508) 634-3300
Contact: Doug Cook

Two CBI high-capacity horizontal bed grinders and a tub grinder supplied with either a knuckle boom
grapple or a loader and skilled operator.  Loaders have either 4 or 8 cubic yard hi-lift buckets.  Can process
stumps, logs and brush and also shred mixed brush and bagged leaves.

Full Cycle
Westfield, MA
(413) 562-0193
Contact: Paul Liptak

Large capacity Peterson-Pacific 7400 flat bed feed grinder for tree parts including stumps, logs, brush,
and leaves.  Provided with CAT 928F loader and skilled operator.  Also a CAT 229 track excavator and grapple
for brush handling and CAT 225 with CBI shear for stumps.

GreenCycle
Hartford, CT
(860) 953-7799
Contact:  Chris Field

Morbark 1200 tub grinder for logs, brush and leaves and will also accommodate some stumps.  Provided
with CAT 980 loader and skilled operator.

Hammond Lumber
Canaan, NH
Contact: Dennis Thompson
(413) 531-0976 or (603) 487-3476

Morbark tub grinder for all tree parts, including some stumps, logs, brush, and leaves.   Provided with
CAT 980 loader and skilled operator.

Compost turners

Mobile self-powered compost turners are available on a rental basis from two vendors on a daily or
hourly basis, and costs include an hourly charge (usually with a minimum ½ day rental) plus transportation.
Both of these firms have New Frontier turners which turn windrows that are about 7 feet high and 16 feet
wide.  Windrows must be laid out on reasonably graded working surfaces capable of supporting the
equipment, with adequate drainage, traction and truck access.

Agresource, Inc.
Amesbury, MA
(978) 388-5110  Contact: Tim Gould

GreenCycle
Hartford, CT
(860) 953-7799  Contact:  Chris Field
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Date

Dear Composting Equipment Vendor:

The Center for Ecological Technology, a non-profit organization, has identified a number of composting
operations in western Massachusetts that are interested in cooperatively renting grinding, screening and/or
turning equipment or services (see enclosed list).  We hope that arranging a group of nearby potential
customers will provide an opportunity for your company to get equipment to these sites at a great price for
them and a good profit for you.  Please contact these operators at your earliest convenience.  If you have any
questions, please call me at (413) 586-7350.  Thank you.

Sincerely,

Director of Special Projects
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Appendix I. Waste Generator Cost Tracking Spreadsheets
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Appendix J. In-store Separation Procedures and Signs

FOOD WASTE COMPOSTING PROGRAM

Your business is participating in a composting program for food wastes and other compostable materials.
Below is a list of acceptable materials for this program:

COMPOSTABLE MATERIALS
1. Vegetable and fruit materials (unpackaged)
2. Waxed cardboard boxes (flatten to conserve space)
3. Non-recyclable (wet/soiled) cardboard
4. Unpackaged bakery, grocery, dairy, floral, and service deli products

DO NOT INCLUDE:
1. All plastic: -bags, liners, wrapping

-trays
-cups

2. Styrofoam trays, inserts and boxes
3. Metal bands
4. Meats, fish and oils
5. Other trash

Note: It is very important that no trash is put into the composting containers. All produce must be
removed from plastic bags and wrapping.  Rubber bands and twist-ties do not need to be removed from
produce.

IN-STORE PROCEDURE

The compost dumpster is usually located off the produce loading dock.  The Produce Manager and the
Store Manager have keys to the compost dumpster, if the store elects to keep the compost dumpster locked.

Employees from each department are responsible for delivering compostable materials to the compost
dumpster.  Each department may wish to utilize designated barrels for collection of compostable materials.
The produce department typically utilizes designated cart(s) and barrel(s) for transporting the compostables
to the compost dumpster.  Waxed cardboard boxes can also be used for collecting culled produce.  The
Department Manager should be alerted immediately if any department is not following correct procedures.
If there is a problem that the Produce Manager cannot deal with directly, CET and/or the Store Manager will
be contacted for assistance.  For pick-up questions, contact [store’s hauler] at (413) xxx-xxxx.

PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM

Composting can provide cost savings to businesses that participate in this program.  Composting
provides farmers with a supplementary income source and a product to sell or use on their own land.
Diverting food wastes to composting also conserves landfill space and natural resources.
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Trash Only

Signs for supermarket composting program.  Signs are bright colors and laminated.
Dimensions are 8.5" x 11".

! All plastic:
! bags, liners, wrapping
! trays
! cups

! Styrofoam trays, inserts and boxes
! Metal bands
! Other trash

! Vegetable and fruit materials
(unpackaged)

! Waxed cardboard boxes
! Non-recyclable (wet/soiled)

Cardboard
! Unpackaged bakery, grocery, dairy,

floral, and service deli products

Compostables Only
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Food w
aste and w

axed cardboard only!

C
om

post
O
nly

N
o plastic, styrofoam

, m
etal, glass or trash.

Sign for use on compost dumpsters and compactor chute doors.
Signs are printed on bright yellow card stock and laminated.  Dimensions are 11"x17".
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Appendix K. Close-out Letter - Waste Generators

Date

Dear Composting Project Participant:

The Center for Ecological Technology’s (CET) grant-funded Composting Project, which provided free
composting set-up and troubleshooting services to area businesses, will be coming to completion at the end
of March.  The composting program at your business will continue as usual through your current hauler and
should continue to serve your needs for years to come.

The form on the reverse includes information on how to contact your hauler in the event of problems, a
reminder of waste separation guidelines and the person in your company that you should address concerns
to in the future.  Please refer to the enclosed form if you have a question or problem about your composting
program.

Until the end of March, CET can continue to provide free composting assistance to businesses that
request our services.  However, please don’t hesitate to call after March if you have tried the contacts on the
enclosed form and still need help.  CET’s two dozen employees will still be here, providing a variety of other
programs including our Materials Exchange and Business Recycling Cooperatives, as well as a new project to
grow composting activity in the greater Boston area.

Thank you for your efforts to divert organic wastes to farm composting operations.  Over the last 4 years,
CET’s On-Farm Composting Project has worked with 42 waste generators at 62 locations, 7 farmers and 5
haulers to begin or enhance composting programs throughout the region.  Over 20,000 tons of food waste,
waxed corrugated cardboard, yard/leaf waste, manure/bedding, and clean wood waste have been diverted to
composting operations since January 1997.  Participating businesses have saved tens of thousands of dollars
while supporting area farms and helping our environment.

Very few regions in the country can boast such numbers, and it is largely because of your interest and
commitment that this has been possible.  I am glad to announce to those who of you who don’t know that
the project has been awarded the MassRecycle  Best Commercial Recycling Program Award for 1999.

Thank you again for your participation.  If you have any questions about the enclosed information, please
contact me at jimd@cetonline.org or (413) 586-7350.

Sincerely,

Waste Management Specialist
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Appendix K. Close-out Letter - Waste Generators, Continued

Composting Program Information Sheet

The following should be contacted in order to address problems or make adjustments to your composting
program:

Business: XXX Supermarkets
Contact: XXXXXX, XXX Waste Removal Coordinator
Phone: XXXXXXXXX

Your compost hauler: XXXXXXXXX
Who to call at your hauler: Dispatch (ask for XX) Phone: XXXXXXXXXX

Details of hauler service:

Your compost dumpster emptied on set schedule, twice weekly.

Your composting program

Currently, there are 11 XXX locations participating in the composting program.

Acceptable materials for composting in your program are:

1. Vegetable and fruit materials (unpackaged)
2. Waxed cardboard boxes
3. Non-recyclable (wet/soiled) cardboard
4. Unpackaged bakery, grocery, dairy, floral, and service deli products

Unacceptable materials include:

1. Meats and fish
2. Any kind of plastic or styrofoam
3. Metal
4. Other trash

If you have any questions regarding this information, contact Jim Desmond at the Center for Ecological
Technology (CET) at (413) 586-7350.
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Appendix K. Close-out Letter - Haulers

Date

Dear (Hauler):

The Center for Ecological Technology’s (CET) grant-funded Composting Project, which provided free
composting set-up and troubleshooting services to area businesses, will be coming to completion at the end
of March.  Your customers’ composting programs will continue as usual, as will the composting facilities that
you are currently using.  The composting infrastructure that now exists in Western Massachusetts should
continue to work for years to come.

CET has sent information to all the businesses that we have assisted, informing them that they should
contact you, their hauler, in the event of problems or necessary adjustments to hauling services.  The letter
also included a reminder of waste separation guidelines. Enclosed is a certificate of appreciation that
acknowledges your contribution to composting and waste reduction in Western Massachusetts.

Until the end of March, CET can continue to provide free composting assistance to businesses and waste
haulers that request our services.  However, please don’t hesitate to call after March if you have tried to
contact a composting customer or compost site without success.  CET’s two dozen employees will still be
here, providing a variety of other programs including our Materials Exchange and Business Recycling
Cooperatives, recycling and composting consulting for businesses and towns, and a new project to grow
composting activity in the greater Boston area.

Thank you for your efforts to divert organic wastes to farm composting operations.  Over the last 4 years,
CET’s On-Farm Composting Project has worked with 42 waste generators at 62 locations, 7 farmers and 5
haulers to begin or enhance composting programs throughout the region.  Over 20,000 tons of food waste,
waxed corrugated cardboard, yard/leaf waste, manure/bedding, and clean wood waste have been diverted to
composting operations since January 1997.  Participating businesses have saved tens of thousands of dollars
while supporting area farms and helping our environment.

Very few regions in the country can boast such numbers, and it is largely because of your interest and
commitment that this has been possible.  I am glad to announce to those who of you who don’t know that
the project has been awarded the MassRecycle Best Commercial Recycling Program Award for 1999.

Thank you again for your participation.  If you have any questions about the enclosed information, please
contact me at johnm@cetonline.org or (413) 586-7350.

Sincerely,

Director of Special Projects

enclosure
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Appendix L.  MA DFA Exemption Language and Registration Form
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Appendix L.  MA DFA Exemption Language and Registration, Continued
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Appendix L.  MA DFA Exemption Language and Registration, Continued
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Appendix M. Selected Media Articles - BioCycle Magazine January 1998
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Appendix M. Selected Media Articles - Resource Recycling Magazine
December 1998
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Appendix N.  Project Budget and Staffing Information

Project Budget - 10/96 to 06/00

Personnel
Director $4,250
Project Manager $54,546
Project Staff $79,655
Back-up Admin. $1,851
Total Personnel $140,302

Fringe $30,726

Personnel & Fringe $171,028

Non-Personnel
Travel $13,872
Supplies (Office) $1,741
Postage (Bulk & Daily) $2,151
Telephone $3,387
Copying (Materials/Office) $1,893
Equipment - scales $5,621
Contractual - UMASS $5,382
Contractual - Consultants $25,899
Farm Improvements $16,000
Total Non-personnel $75,946

Total Direct Expenses $246,974

Total Indirect $22,960

Total Project Cost     $269,934

Project Staffing Levels (FTEs)

Period Director Manager Staff 1 Staff 2 Total
Year 1 0.025 0.4 0.8 0 1.225
Year 2 0.025 0.4 0.9 0.3 1.625
Year 3 (18 months) 0.025 0.4 0.3 0.3 1.025

In addition, technical consultants spent approximately 400 hours on project work, primarily in the last 18
months of the project (approximately .15 FTEs in Year 3).
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Appendix O.  Climate Change Impact Calculation Methodology

The total emission reductions value of the project to date was calculated at 5,711 MTCE for the cardboard,
food, wood, and yard trimmings diverted to composting.  CET also tracked the amount of manure/bedding
brought in from off-site but did not include these materials in the emission reductions calculation since there
is not an emission factor for them.

The emission factors used are based on the baseline disposal method specified and the recovery practice
used.  For this project the baseline method is a landfill with no methane recovery and the alternative method
is composting.  To determine the actual factor to multiply the waste tonnage by, subtract the baseline
emission factor from the alternate method emission factor.  See the table below for the actual values used for
this project.

Note that the emission factors used for food waste and yard waste are under revision and will be
changing in the future.  Therefore future reports of project results may report a slightly different number.

These emission factors are based on a toolkit developed by the Office of Solid Waste of the US EPA.  You
can view and download this toolkit at http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/actions/waste/software.html.
Composting emission factors for corrugated cardboard and wood were developed using recycling proxies not
found in the version of WARM available on the Internet.

Factor

Landfill
Material Type   Compos ting  No Recovery  F inal E mis s ions    
Corrugated Cardboard    -0.7016 0.2698 -0.9714
Food Dis cards    0.01 0.2905 -0.2805
Wood    -0.6685 -0.0433 -0.6252
Yard Trimmings   -0.09 -0.0251 -0.0649

 Tons Factor MTCE  reduction
Corrugated Cardboard    3310 -0.9714 -3215.334
Food Dis cards    5816 -0.2805 -1631.388
Wood    508 -0.6252 -317.6016
Yard Trimmings   8420 -0.0649 -546.458
Manure/bedding    3702 none none
Total 21756 -5710.782
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Appendix P.  Other Materials Available

The following project documents are also available:

Guidelines for using compost in the green industriesGuidelines for using compost in the green industriesGuidelines for using compost in the green industriesGuidelines for using compost in the green industriesGuidelines for using compost in the green industries

Published UMass Extension and CET (24 pages)
Available by mail only ($8 S&H) (see below)

Composting commercial food waste and waxed corrugated cardboard on farms -Composting commercial food waste and waxed corrugated cardboard on farms -Composting commercial food waste and waxed corrugated cardboard on farms -Composting commercial food waste and waxed corrugated cardboard on farms -Composting commercial food waste and waxed corrugated cardboard on farms -
operational checklistoperational checklistoperational checklistoperational checklistoperational checklist

Published by CET for MA DEP (4 pages)
Available by web or mail ($3 S&H) (see below)

Composting commercial food waste and waxed corrugated cardboard on farms -Composting commercial food waste and waxed corrugated cardboard on farms -Composting commercial food waste and waxed corrugated cardboard on farms -Composting commercial food waste and waxed corrugated cardboard on farms -Composting commercial food waste and waxed corrugated cardboard on farms -
 general guidelines and case studies general guidelines and case studies general guidelines and case studies general guidelines and case studies general guidelines and case studies

Published by CET for MA DEP (approximately 25 pages)
Available by web or mail ($8 S&H) (see below)

Download documents as .pdf files for free from CET’s website at www.cetonline.org.

To receive a mailed hard copy, send your mailing address and a check made out to CET for the
appropriate shipping and handling fees to CET, 26 Market Street, Northampton, MA 01060.
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Appendix Q.  Other Helpful Resources

Appropriate Technology Transfer for Rural Areas (ATTRA)
P.O. Box 3657
Fayetteville, AR  72702
Phone: 1-800-346-9140 — FAX: (501) 442-9842
Farm-Scale Composting Resource List - an excellent, extensive list (from which most of the information

below is derived).
http://www.attra.org/attra-pub/farmcompost.html

The US Composting Council Home Page
http://CompostingCouncil.org/

Cornell University Composting Home Page
http://www.cals.cornell.edu/dept/compost/

EPA Solid Waste Management: Composting Resources
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/compost/

California Integrated Waste Management Board Publications on Compost & Yard Waste
http://www.ciwmb.ca.gov/publications/default.asp?cat=2

BioCycle Magazine
419 State Ave.
Emmaus, PA 18049
610-967-4135
610-967-1345
biocycle@jgpress.com
http://www.jgpress.com/
$69/12 issues a year
BioCycle is the leading trade magazine — published since 1960 — on farm, municipal, and industrial
composting. Some of the nice features to BioCycle include: profiles and articles on compost operations
and businesses, compost methods, compost uses, literature reviews, research reports, industry trends,
economics and marketing, and equipment and supplies. BioCycle covers all aspects of the compost
industry whether MSW, livestock manures, yard trimmings, woody materials, food residuals or biosolids.

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
Web resources - Municipal composting guidance documents, and Composting Technical Assistance- A list
of publications and visual aids for composting
http://www.magnet.state.ma.us/dep/recycle/recycle.htm
Sumner Martinson, Director, Composting Program
1 Winter Street, 9th floor
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 292-5969
sumner.martinson@state.ma.us
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